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SPATIALLY ISOTROPIC HOMOGENEOUS SPACETIMES
JOSÉ FIGUEROA-O’FARRILL AND STEFAN PROHAZKA
In memoriam Andrew Ranicki
Abstract. We classify simply-connected homogeneous (D+ 1)-dimensional spacetimes for kinematical and
aristotelian Lie groups withD-dimensional space isotropy for allD > 0. Besides well-known spacetimes like
Minkowski and (anti) de Sitterwe find several new classes of geometries, some ofwhich exist only forD = 1, 2.
These geometries share the same amount of symmetry (spatial rotations, boosts and spatio-temporal trans-
lations) as the maximally symmetric spacetimes, but unlike them they do not necessarily admit an invariant
metric. We determine the possible limits between the spacetimes and interpret them in terms of contrac-
tions of the corresponding transitive Lie algebras. We investigate geometrical properties of the spacetimes
such as whether they are reductive or symmetric as well as the existence of invariant structures (riemannian,
lorentzian, galilean, carrollian, aristotelian) and, when appropriate, discuss the torsion and curvature of the
canonical invariant connection as a means of characterising the different spacetimes.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation and contextualisation. The laws of physics are to a good approximation invariant un-
der spatial rotations, spatio-temporal translations and inertial transformations (boosts). This leads to
space and time homogeneity and space isotropy, but does not determine their precise realisation com-
pletely. This freedom is for example evident from the way boosts act on space and time (e.g., compare
the galilean and Poincaré boosts) and through the existence of curvature (e.g., compare Minkowski and
de Sitter spacetimes). This leads to the fundamental question [1]:
What are the possible kinematical symmetries of space and time?
A partial mathematical answer to this question is the classification of kinematical Lie algebras up to iso-
morphism, which started with the seminal work of Bacry and Lévy-Leblond [1] and of Bacry andNuyts
[2], who classified kinematical algebras (with space isotropy) in the classical case of 3 + 1 dimensions,
and culminated recently with a classification in arbitrary dimension using techniques in deformation
theory [3, 4, 5]. The reason this classification is only a partial answer is that the isomorphism type of the
Lie algebra is too coarse an invariant: it does not determine uniquely the geometric realisation of the Lie
algebra. The ur-example is the Lorentz Lie algebra so(D+ 1, 1), which acts transitively and isometrically
both on de Sitter spacetime and on hyperbolic space in D + 1 dimensions, and, in what is possibly a
new twist on an old tale, we will see that it also acts transitively on a carrollian spacetime of the same
dimension.
The first step towards a complete answer to the fundamental question was taken already in the ori-
ginal paper [1] of Bacry and Lévy-Leblond. Although restricted to 3 + 1 dimensions and to spacetimes
admitting parity and time-reversal transformations, they already distinguish between the abstract Lie
algebras and their geometric realisations on homogeneous spacetimes, arriving at a list of eleven pos-
sible kinematics. Our more refined analysis in this paper reduces that list to ten, since the para-galilean
and static kinematical Lie algebras lead to isomorphic homogeneous aristotelian spacetimes. In addi-
tion, we drop the requirement of parity or time-reversal symmetries and we work in arbitrary (positive)
dimension D+ 1.
More precisely, in this paper we give amore complete answer to the fundamental question by classify-
ing the geometric realisations of kinematical Lie algebras on simply-connected homogeneous spacetimes.
The classification we present in this paper, while encompassing the classical geometries like (anti) de Sit-
ter, Minkowski, galilean and carrollian spacetimes and providing a way to systematically understand
their relations, will also uncover new spacetimes and their connections to the ones just mentioned.
By comparison to the seminal works [1, 2], the novelty of our approach is predicated on the following
features:
Geometry: Although our study departs from the classification of kinematical (and aristotelian) Lie al-
gebras, our work focuses on classifying homogeneous spaces. This is an important distinction
because, as we will see (see, e.g., Table 15), the same Lie algebra may act transitively on different
spacetimes, while different Lie algebrasmay act transitively on the same spacetime. For example,
it follows from a careful analysis that despite there being a richer set of isomorphism classes of
kinematical Lie algebras for D = 3 than for D > 3, there are no uniquely four-dimensional kin-
ematical homogeneous spacetimes.
Parity and time reversal: We relax the “by nomeans compelling” restriction of parity and time-reversal
invariance of the homogeneous spacetimes and, in so doing, we uncover novel kinematical space-
times. The possibility of dropping this restriction was already noted in [1] and was dropped at
the Lie algebraic level in [2], where it was observed that every kinematical Lie algebra (with
D = 3) acts transitively on some four-dimensional homogeneous spacetime, but they stopped
short of investigating the precise relationship between the Lie algebras and the homogeneous
spacetimes. As we will see, the relation is rather intricate, as illustrated, for example, in Table 15.
Dimension: We go beyond (both above and below) 3 + 1 dimensions. Our analysis is valid for any
(positive) spacetime dimension D + 1. Whereas the case of 3 + 1 dimensions turns out (after
some detailed analysis) to be already generic, in low dimensions (D 6 2) the situation is more
involved and the classification of two- and three-dimensional homogeneous spacetimes differs
markedly from that in generic dimension.
Homogeneous kinematical spacetimes are known to play an important rôle in physics. For example
Minkowski and (anti) de Sitter spacetimes are crucial in high energy physics, general relativity and cos-
mology andmany other spacetimes arise from them via limits. These limits often induce contractions of
their symmetry algebras. It is therefore not surprising that they too arise in various areas of physics. Lie
groups and their homogeneous spaces have a plethora of applications (representation theory, coadjoint
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orbits,...) and are ubiquitous in physics (classical mechanics, hydrodynamics, cosmology, ...) and one
might, therefore, hope that the same is true for our (novel) spacetimes. These might be hard to foresee
at present, after all in [1] it was deemed that “the physical interest of [the Carroll groups] is very much
reduced”, whereas there is no lack of interest in the Carroll group at present. Nevertheless we wish
to highlight interesting applications and areas where kinematical spacetimes and their Lie algebras do
arise:
Gauge/gravity duality: Anti de Sitter spacetime (AdS) has been the focus of substantial interest due to
the conjectured duality to conformal field theory (CFT) [6]. Since AdS is a kinematical spacetime
it might be tempting to see if this relation generalises to possible non-AdS/non-CFT dualities,
especially since many of the kinematical spacetimes naturally arise as limits of AdS. Indeed,
one of the main motivations for the study of kinematical spacetimes is to explore possible new
holographies beyond AdS/CFT. Kinematical spacetimes might arise either as bulk spacetimes,
similarly to Schrödinger [7, 8] and Lifshitz [9] spacetimes, or as geometries towhich bulk theories
couple [10, 11]. For reviews see, e.g., [12, 13].
Furthermore, homogeneous spaceshave already shown their usefulness in holographic setups
beyond AdS/CFT, see e.g., [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] and therefore one might anticipate further interest-
ing results based on analyses of our novel spacetimes.
Condensed matter: Besides holographic applications, non-relativistic spaces and especially Newton–
Cartan geometry has been a useful tool in the construction of effective field theories for quantum
Hall states [19, 20, 21] where coset constructions provide a systematic tool to implement symmet-
ries (see, e.g., [22]). It is often the case that the underlying symmetries are given by the centrally
extended Galilei algebra: that is, the Bargmann algebra and in a follow-up paper we will present
a classification of homogeneous spacetimes of Lie algebras generalising the Bargmann algebra.
Cosmology: The classification presented in this paper can be understood as an extension of the classific-
ation of maximally symmetric lorentzian spacetimes. When imposing the restriction of the exist-
ence of an invariant lorentzianmetric on the spacetimeswe indeed recover thewell known result
that they consist of the (anti) de Sitter andMinkowski spacetimes.1 Dropping the assumption of
the existence of a lorentzian metric, but keeping the same amount of symmetry and especially
space isotropy and space and time homogeneity, basically leads to this more general classifica-
tion. Like the lorentzian geometries, the other spacetimes represent empty universes and might
be relevant for approximations of the de Sitter universe, see e.g., [23].
Ultra-relativistic structures: The “absolute space” limit of lorentzian spacetimes leads to carrollian struc-
tures, where the metric is degenerate and space is absolute. It is closely related to the strong
coupling limit of general relativity [24], arises as a limit of duality invariant theories [25] and has
recently been connected to asymptotically flat spacetimes [26]. The non-flat carrollian spacetimes
have attracted less attention but might lead to interesting generalisations.
New theories: Lie algebras and their associated spacetimes are a natural starting point for the construc-
tion of novel theories. Gauging the symmetries of various kinematical algebras (and their central
extensions) has been investigated in recent years, e.g., in [27, 28, 29]. Furthermore, a thorough
analysis of connections and dynamical trajectories of some kinematical structures has been un-
dertaken [30, 31].
A distinguished class of theories are those which are governed by an action principle. Here
2 + 1 dimensions seem especially fruitful, where theories based on Chern–Simons actions and
(generalisations of) kinematical algebras have been constructed [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 29, 37]. Follow-
ing the seminal work of [38], recently galilean [39, 40, 41] and carrollian [39, 42] electrodynamics
and gravity [29, 43] and their possible action principles have been investigated. Given the new
results of this work there remains much room for further explorations.
Having motivated our interest on kinematical Lie algebras and their spacetimes, we now give a some-
what detailed overview of the contents of the paper.
1.2. Overviewof results. One of themain results in this paper is the classification of (simply-connected)
spacetimes which extend the class of maximally symmetric lorentzian manifolds familiar from general
relativity. In this section we will review what is already known about this classification and will sum-
marise how the results obtained in this paper complete that picture. Although in the paper we also
consider spacetimes which are unique to two and three dimensions, the bulk of the discussion in this
1In general, the Friedmann–Lemaître–Robertson–Walker cosmologies do not correspond to homogeneous spaces since they
are only homogeneous in space and not in time.
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overview sectionwill focus on those spacetimeswhich exist in all dimensions; althoughwewill mention
at the end how these results are modified in low dimension.
Our starting points are the de Sitter spacetimes. These are lorentzian spacetimes which are locally
isometric to quadric hypersurfaces in pseudo-euclidean spaces. Concretely, de Sitter and anti de Sitter
spacetimes in D+1 dimensions with radius of curvature R are locally isometric, respectively, to the quad-
rics
x21 + x
2
2 + · · · + x
2
D + x
2
D+1 − x
2
D+2 = R
2 in RD+1,1, (1)
and
x21 + x
2
2 + · · · + x
2
D − x
2
D+1 − x
2
D+2 = −R
2 in RD,2. (2)
More precisely, the de Sitter spacetimes are the simply-connected universal covers of these quadrics. Tak-
ing the limit R→∞ is equivalent to the zero curvature limit in which we recover Minkowski spacetime:
the real affine space AD+1 with a metric which, when expressed relative to affine coordinates, is given
by
dx21 + dx
2
2 + · · · + dx
2
D − c
2dx2D+1, (3)
where we have introduced the speed of light c. We may now take the non-relativistic limit (on the co-
metric) in which c → ∞ or the ultra-relativistic limit in which c → 0. In the former case we arrive at the
galilean spacetime, whereas in the latter, we arrive at the carrollian spacetime [44, 39]. These spacetimes
are no longer lorentzian: the (co-)metric becomes degenerate in the limit, leading to a galilean and a
carrollian structure, respectively. This is not to say that on the underlying manifold of such spacetimes
one could not define a lorentzian metric, but simply that any such metric would not be invariant under
the kinematical symmetries of the spacetime, in the way that theMinkowski metric is Poincaré invariant.
Geometrically, the ultra- and non-relativistic limits can be understood in terms of what they do to
the light cone present in the tangent space at any point in Minkowski spacetime, as depicted in Fig-
ure 1, where we see that the light cone collapses to a timelike line or a spacelike hyperplane in the ultra-
and non-relativistic limits, respectively. Since the tangent spaces in a lorentzian manifold are lorentzian
vector spaces containing their own light cones, we can consider these limits not just forMinkowski space-
time, but for any lorentzian manifold. In particular, we can do this with the de Sitter spacetimes. The
non-relativistic limits of the de Sitter spacetimes are the galilean (anti) de Sitter spacetimes (also known as
the Newton–Hooke or non-relativistic cosmological spacetimes) [1, 45, 46, 47], whereas the ultra-relativistic
limits are the carrollian (anti) de Sitter spacetimes (also known as para-euclidean and para-Minkowski space-
times) [1]. As in the case of Minkowski spacetimes, the limiting spacetimes are no longer lorentzian, but
have galilean and carrollian structures, respectively.
c = 1c≪ 1c = 0 c≫ 1 c =∞
Figure 1. Effect on light cone of ultra- (left) and non-relativistic (right) limits.
Just like Minkowski spacetime is the zero-curvature limit of the de Sitter spacetimes, the galilean
(resp. carrollian) spacetime can be obtained as a zero-curvature limit of the galilean (resp. carrollian)
(anti) de Sitter spacetimes. These spacetimes are not lorentzian and thus, in contrast to the Minkowski
case, the curvature being taken to zero is not the Riemann curvature of a (non-existing) Levi-Civita
connection. Indeed, as we will see, these spacetimes are homogeneous spaces of kinematical Lie groups
and as homogeneous spaces they are reductive and symmetric and hence in possession of a canonical
torsion-free invariant connection. It is that connection whose curvature is being sent to zero.
The galilean and carrollian symmetric spaces can also arise as limits of the riemannian symmetric
spaces. The physical interpretation of the riemannian analogues of the non- and ultra-relativistic limits
of euclidean space to galilean and carrollian spacetimes, respectively, is not so clear. There is no longer
a light cone and hence no longer a privileged timelike direction. Nevertheless we may choose any dir-
ection (all are equivalent, since the riemannian symmetric spaces are isotropic) and rescale the metric
along that direction or along the perpendicular plane, and in this way arrive at the galilean and car-
rollian spacetimes. Neither the clock one-form in the galilean spacetime nor the invariant vector field
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in the carrollian spacetime are actually induced in the limit, so they have neither a minkowskian nor a
euclidean preferred interpretation.
The resulting picture (incomplete at this stage) is summarised in Figure 2, where M, C and G stand for
Minkowski, carrollian and galilean spacetimes, respectively; E, H and S for euclidean space, hyperbolic
space and the round sphere, respectively; (A)dS for (anti) de Sitter spacetimes; and (A)dSG and (A)dSC
for the galilean and carrollian (anti) de Sitter spacetimes, respectively. Diagonal arrows are flat limits,
whereas horizontal and vertical arrows are, respectively, ultra- and non-relativistic limits. Notice that
whereas the analogue of the ultra-relativistic limit of hyperbolic space is carrollian AdS, the analogue of
the non-relativistic limit is galilean dS, and vice versa for the round sphere.
dS
dSG
dSC
C M
G
AdS
AdSG
AdSC
S
AdSG
dSC
C E
G
H
dSG
AdSC
Figure 2. Maximally symmetric spaces and their limits: non-relativistic (vertical), ultra-
relativistic (horizontal) and flat (diagonal).
One of the main results in this paper is to complete this picture to the one illustrated by Figure 3
(and also Figures 4 and 5 for lower dimension) which includes the (simply-connected) homogeneous
spacetimes of all the kinematical Lie groups, with the exception of the riemannianmaximally symmetric
spaces, whose inclusion might obscuremore than enlighten. Much of this paper is devoted to explaining
that picture and describing how to arrive at it, but for now let us describe briefly its salient features:
• The galilean de Sitter spacetime dSG is actually the unique symmetric point in a one-parameter
family dSGγ, with γ ∈ [−1, 1], of reductive homogeneous spaces, distinguished by the torsion of
the canonical connection, which vanishes at the symmetric point γ = −1.
• Similarly, the galilean anti de Sitter spacetime AdSG is the unique symmetric point in a one-
parameter family AdSGχ, with χ > 0, of reductive homogeneous spaces, distinguished by the
torsion of the canonical connection, which vanishes at the symmetric point χ = 0. Moreover,
AdSG∞ := limχ→∞ AdSGχ = dSG1.
• There is a non-reductive homogeneous spacetime LC of SO(D+1, 1)with an invariant carrollian
structure admitting a limit to the carrollian spacetime. This will be shown to be isomorphic to
the (future) light cone in Minkowski spacetime in one dimension higher, hence the notation.
• There are several aristotelian homogeneous spacetimes, which are spacetimes without boosts:
– the static affine spacetime S to which all other spacetimes have limits,
– a torsional aristotelian spacetime TS corresponding to the group manifold of a non-abelian
solvable Lie group, and
– the Einstein static universe R× SD and its hyperbolic version R×HD, which do not arise
from kinematical groups for D 6= 3.
In addition, although not depicted in Figure 3, there are also the riemannian maximally symmetric
spaces (sphere SD+1, hyperbolic HD+1 and euclidean ED+1), whose rôle as spacetimes, due to their com-
pact “boosts”, is questionable.
When D = 2, Figure 3 is slightly modified to Figure 4. From that figure we see that all that hap-
pens now is that there is a new aristotelian spacetime (A24) and a new two-parameter family (S12γ,χ) of
galilean spacetimes interpolating between the torsional galilean (anti) de Sitter spacetimes. There are
limits from every spacetime in that family to the galilean spacetime. This figure also omits the rieman-
nian maximally symmetric spaces.
Finally, when D = 1, Figure 3 is also modified. Now there are accidental pairwise isomorphisms
between some of the symmetric spacetimes due to the possibility of redefining what we mean by space
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dS
dSG dSG1 = AdSG∞
dSC
C M
G
AdS
AdSG = AdSG0
AdSC
S
LC
TS
R × SD R ×HD
dSGγ∈[−1,1]
AdSGχ>0
lorentzian
galilean
carrollian
aristotelian
Figure 3. Homogeneous spacetimes in dimension D+ 1 > 4 and their limits.
dS
dSG dSG1 = AdSG∞
dSC
C M
G
AdS
AdSG = AdSG0
AdSC
S
LC
TS
R × S2 R ×H2A24
dSGγ∈[−1,1]
AdSG 2
χ
S12γ,χ
lorentzian
galilean
carrollian
aristotelian
Figure 4. Three-dimensional homogeneous spacetimes and their limits.
and time. In addition there are new two-dimensional spacetimes with no discernible structure: two
spacetimes (S17 and S18) and two continua (S19χ and S20χ). The resulting picture is depicted in Figure 5.
1.3. Organisation of the paper. The rest of this paper is organised as follows.
Section 2 contains the basic definitions and a summary of the main results in the paper. Readers
who are pressed for time should perhaps read that section and then skip to Section 6. In Section 2.1 we
define the main objects of interest: kinematical Lie algebras, their homogeneous spacetimes and their
infinitesimal description in terms of Lie pairs, relegating to Appendix B amore careful treatment includ-
ing the proof that (geometrically realisable, effective) Lie pairs are in one-to-one correspondence with
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dSG1 = AdSG∞
dSG = AdSC AdSG = dSC
G = C
S18
(A)dS
S
LC
TS
S17
M E
SH
S19χ S20χ
dSG
γ∈[−1,1] A
dSGχ
>0
riemannian/lorentzian
galilean = carrollian
aristotelian
exotic
Figure 5. Two-dimensional homogeneous spacetimes and their limits
simply-connected homogeneous spaces. In Section 2.2 we summarise the main results and list the res-
ulting isomorphism classes of simply-connected kinematical and aristotelian homogeneous spacetimes
in Tables 1 and 2.
Sections 3 and 4 contains the details leading up to Table 1. (Table 2 is the result of the classification
of aristotelian Lie algebras in Appendix A.) In Section 3 we classify the isomorphism classes of kinemat-
ical Lie pairs. This is achieved by going one by one through the isomorphism classes of kinematical Lie
algebras and determining for each one the possible Lie pairs up to isomorphism. We do this in turn
for generic kinematical Lie algebras in D > 3 in Section 3.1, kinematical Lie algebras unique to D = 3
in Section 3.2, kinematical Lie algebras in D = 2 in 3.3 and finally those in D = 1 in Section 3.4. The
classification of kinematical Lie algebras are summarised in Tables 4, 6, 8 and 11 and that of their cor-
responding Lie pairs are summarised in Tables 5, 7, 9 and 12. Some Lie pairs in D 6 2 can be seen to
be the low-dimensional avatars of some Lie pairs which exist for all D. Tables 10 and 13 describe this
correspondence. In Section 4 we select from the Lie pairs obtained in Section 3 those which are effect-
ive and then show, using a variety of methods, that all effective Lie pairs are geometrically realisable.
The end result of this section and one of the main results of this work is the list of simply-connected
homogeneous kinematical spacetimes in Table 1.
The classification of homogeneous spacetimesprovides the “objects” in Figure 3. The “arrows”between
these objects is provided by limits. In Section 5 we flesh out Figures 3, 4 and 5 by exhibiting the limits
relating different spacetimes in Tables 1 and 2.
Section 6 starts the geometric study of the homogeneous spacetimes in Tables 1 and 2. In Section 6.1
we review some basic notions like reductivity, symmetry, the linear isotropy representation and the in-
variant structures of interest: lorentzian, riemannian, galilean, carrollian and aristotelian. In Section 6.2
we briefly review the notion of an invariant (affine) connection on a homogeneous space and explore
how properties (or absence of) canonical invariant connections help us characterise the spacetimes. In
Section 6.3we list the resulting spacetimes dividing them into classes depending on thewhether they are
non-reductive, flat symmetric, non-flat symmetric and reductive torsional. Table 16 summarises these
results for the homogeneous spacetimes in Tables 1 and 2.
Finally, Section 7 we offer some conclusions and point to further work. In addition, there are two
appendices in the paper. In Appendix A we classify aristotelian Lie algebras and in Appendix B we
prove that our infinitesimal approach actually classifies simply-connected homogeneous spacetimes.
1.4. Reader’s guide. It is our intention that this paper should be useful to the community, but realise
that there is a risk that the results are hard to extract from the details of howwe arrived at them. We have
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therefore tried to write the paper in a way that a reader who is happy to believe the classification can
reach it quickly without having to wade through the details of how we arrived at it. The main informa-
tion content of this paper is contained in Sections 2 and 6 and a reader who is pressed for time should
perhaps concentrate on those two sections at a first reading. In particular, Tables 1 and 2 contain the
list of simply-connected homogeneous kinematical and aristotelian spacetimes and Table 16 lists their
basic geometrical properties: whether they are reductive/symmetric/affine, whether they admit parity
and/or time reversal symmetry, the type of invariant structure that they possess (if any): lorentzian,
riemannian, galilean, carrollian or aristotelian, and, for the reductive examples, whether the canonical
invariant connection is flat and/or torsion-free. In addition, Figures 3, 4 and 5 illustrate limits between
the spacetimes and it too contains useful information. Busy readers should be able to read the intro-
duction and Section 2 and then skip to Section 6 where we discuss some geometrical properties of the
homogeneous spacetimes.
Many of the tables and figures contain hyperlinks to ease navigation. Let us explain here how to use
them. The spacetimes in Figures 3, 4 and 5 as well as our summary table of the properties, Table 16,
are hyperlinked to Table 1 and 2 which provide the explicit kinematical and aristotelian spacetimes.
Every row in these tables starts with a label corresponding to one of the kinematical spacetimes. These
labels are hyperlinked to the corresponding label in Table 14. That table lists for each spacetime the
corresponding effective Lie pairs. These Lie pairs are themselves hyperlinked to the relevant tables of
Lie pairs: Table 5 for D > 3, Table 9 for D = 2 and Table 12 for D = 1. Those tables also contain the
information of the isomorphism class of kinematical Lie algebra associated to that Lie pair and the label
of the Lie algebra is hyperlinked to the relevant tables of kinematical Lie algebras: Table 4 for D > 3,
Table 8 for D = 2 and Table 11 for D = 1. In addition, Table 15 shows which homogeneous kinematical
spacetimes are associated with which kinematical Lie algebra.
For example, if we click on LC in Figure 3 we are taken to Table 1. Clicking on S16 in Table 1, we are
taken to Table 14 where we see that it can be described by several Lie pairs, depending on dimension:
LP17 (D > 3), LP45 (D = 2) or LP79 (D = 1). Clicking, say, on LP17, we are taken to Table 5, where we
see that it comes from Lie algebra LA11 and clicking on LA11 we are taken to Table 4, where we see that
it corresponds to so(D+ 1, 1)with the Lie brackets given there.
2. Kinematical spacetimes
The well-known spacetimes in Figure 2 are all symmetric homogeneous spaces of kinematical Lie
groups. In this section we will review this description.
2.1. Basic definitions. Before we properly define the main objects of interest, let us motivate our defin-
itions and summarise the philosophy of the construction. By definition, a kinematical Lie algebra has
the same dimension as the Lie algebra of isometries of a maximally symmetric riemannian/lorentzian
spacetime, and it consists of spatial rotations and additional generators we call boosts and (space and
time) translations. However before we specify how the kinematical Lie algebra acts on the spacetime,
we cannot make a precise identification of which generators are boosts and/or translations. This is the
reason to refine the discussion from the kinematical Lie algebras to the homogeneous spacetimes. The
spacetimes are constructed in such a way that the stabiliser of any point contains the rotations about
that point. This spatial isotropy implies that all invariant tensors are isotropic (i.e., so(D) rotationally
invariant). The vectorial generators in the stabiliser are interpreted as boosts, whereas the additional
generators are interpreted as translations. The resulting spacetime is by construction homogeneous,
which roughly means that every point of the manifold looks like any other point. We now provide the
precise details.
Definition 1. A kinematical Lie algebra (with D-dimensional space isotropy) is a real Lie algebra k
satisfying the following two properties:
(1) k contains a Lie subalgebra r ∼= so(D), the Lie algebra of rotations of D-dimensional euclidean
space; and
(2) k decomposes as k = r ⊕ 2V ⊕ S as a representation of r, where 2V are two copies of the D-
dimensional (vector) irreducible representation of so(D) and S is the one-dimensional (scalar)
trivial representation of so(D).
By a kinematical Lie group we mean any Lie group whose Lie algebra is a kinematical Lie algebra.
It follows from this definition that we can describe a kinematical Lie algebra explicitly in terms of a
basis Jab = −Jba for the rotational subalgebra r, V
(i)
a with i = 1, 2 for the two copies of V and H for S.
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The definition implies that the Lie brackets of k in this basis include the following:
[Jab, Jcd] = δbcJad − δacJbd − δbdJac + δadJbc
[Jab,V
(i)
c ] = δbcV
(i)
a − δacV
(i)
b
[Jab,H] = 0,
(4)
and any other Lie brackets are subject only to the Jacobi identity, which implies, in particular, equivari-
ance under r. It is convenient to relabel V(1)a as Ba and V
(2)
a as Pa, a notation reminiscent of the boosts
and translations in kinematics; although it must be stressed that there is no a priori geometrical interpret-
ation of these generators: they only acquire such an interpretation when we realise them in a spacetime
on which the kinematical Lie group acts.
Kinematical Lie algebras have been classified up to Lie algebra isomorphism [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. These
classifications are the starting point to the classification of homogeneous spacetimes and hence they will
be briefly recalled at the start of Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 and contained in Tables 4, 6, 8 and 11.
In this paper we obtain a classification of simply-connected homogeneous spacetimes of kinematical
Lie groups (up to isomorphism). Not every homogeneous space of a kinematical Lie group is a space-
time, so this requires a definition. Notice that, in particular, a homogeneous spacetime of a kinematical
Lie group with D-dimensional space isotropy is (D+ 1)-dimensional.
Definition 2. By a homogeneous kinematical spacetime we mean a homogeneous space M of a kin-
ematical Lie group K, satisfying the following properties:
(1) M is a connected smooth manifold, and
(2) K acts transitively and locally effectively2 onMwith stabiliserH, where
(3) H is a closed subgroup of Kwhose Lie algebra h contains a rotational subalgebra r ∼= so(D) and
decomposes as h = r⊕V as an adjoint r-module, where V is an irreducibleD-dimensional vector
representation of so(D).
It follows that M is K-equivariantly diffeomorphic to K/H. Within the confines of this paper, and be-
cause we will need to refer to them often, we will say thatH and h are admissible.
It may be convenient to keep an example in mind, so let us consider the Poincaré Lie group, whose
Lie algebra is defined relative to the basis (Jab,Ba,Pa,H) by the nonzero Lie brackets
[Jab, Jcd] = δbcJad − δacJbd − δbdJac + δadJbc
[Jab,Bc] = δbcBa − δacBb
[Jab,Pc] = δbcPa − δacPb
[Ba,Bb] = Jab
[Ba,Pb] = δabH
[Ba,H] = Pa.
(5)
This is obtained from the more familiar expression
[Jµν, Jρσ] = ηνρJµσ − ηµρJνσ − ηνσJµρ + ηµσJνρ
[Jµν,Pρ] = ηνρPµ − ηµρPν,
(6)
by decomposing Jµν = (Jab,Ba := J0a) and Pµ = (Pa,H := P0), where η00 = −1 and ηab = δab. Let us take
K to be the Poincaré Lie group andH the Lorentz subgroup; that is, the (admissible) subgroup generated
by the Lie subalgebra spanned by (Jab,Ba). Then K/H is diffeomorphic to Minkowski spacetime, as is
well known.
Perhaps not so well known is the fact that the Poincaré group admits a second homogeneous space-
time. If we now let H ′ denote the (again, admissible) subgroup generated by the Lie subalgebra h ′
spanned by (Jab,Pa), then K/H ′ is diffeomorphic to the carrollian anti de Sitter spacetime (AdSC) (also
known as para-Minkowski spacetime), as we will see below. To more easily distinguish between these two
homogeneous spacetimes of the Poincaré group, it is convenient to change basis in the Poincaré Lie al-
gebra in such a way that the admissible Lie subalgebra h ′ is also spanned by (Jab,Ba). Doing so we
arrive at what is often termed the para-Poincaré Lie algebra, with nonzero Lie brackets
[Jab, Jcd] = δbcJad − δacJbd − δbdJac + δadJbc
[Jab,Bc] = δbcBa − δacBb
[Jab,Pc] = δbcPa − δacPb
[Ba,Pb] = δabH
[H,Pa] = Ba
[Pa,Pb] = Jab.
(7)
Of course, this Lie algebra is isomorphic to the Poincaré Lie algebra, but not in a way which fixes the ad-
missible subalgebra. We see from the above Lie brackets that translations no longer commute, signalling
that this spacetime is not flat; although, as we will see, the non-flat connection, which is the canonical
2See Appendix B.1 for the basic definitions, if needed.
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Poincaré-invariant connection on this symmetric homogeneous space, is not a metric connection since
AdSC does not admit a Poincaré-invariant metric. If it did, by dimension, it would have be maximally
symmetric and hence isometric to Minkowski spacetime, where translations do commute.
As we explain in Appendix B, the classification of isomorphism classes of simply-connected homo-
geneous kinematical spacetimes can be arrived at infinitesimally, by classifying isomorphism classes of
(geometrically realisable, effective) kinematical Lie pairs. This too requires a definition.
Definition 3. A (kinematical) Lie pair is a pair (k, h) consisting of a kinematical Lie algebra k and an
admissible subalgebra h. Two Lie pairs (k1, h1) and (k2, h2) are isomorphic if there is a Lie algebra iso-
morphism ϕ : k1 → k2 with ϕ(h1) = h2. A Lie pair (k, h) is effective if h does not contain any nonzero
ideals of k. It is said to be (geometrically) realisable if there exists a connected Lie group K ′ with Lie
algebra k ′ and a closed Lie subgroup H ′ with Lie algebra h ′ with (k ′, h ′) isomorphic to (k, h). The homo-
geneous spaceK ′/H ′ is said to be a geometric realisation of (k, h).
The relationship between Lie pairs and homogeneous spaces extends the relationship between Lie
algebras and Lie groups. Recall that associated with every finite-dimensional Lie algebra k there exists a
unique (up to isomorphism) simply-connected Lie groupwhose Lie algebra is isomorphic to k. A similar
correspondence exists between homogeneous spaces and Lie pairs, except that we need to restrict to Lie
pairswhich are geometrically realisable (existence) and effective (uniqueness). This is explained in detail
in Appendix B.
In this paper we will classify isomorphism classes of geometrically realisable, effective Lie pairs (k, h),
where k is a kinematical Lie algebra and h an admissible Lie subalgebra. As just explained, this is equival-
ent to classifying isomorphism classes of simply-connected homogeneous kinematical spacetimes. We
will actually exploit the classification of kinematical Lie algebras up to isomorphism and in this way fix
a kinematical Lie algebra k in each isomorphism class and classify isomorphism classes of (geometrically
realisable, effective) Lie pairs (k, h) with h an admissible subalgebra, with two such Lie pairs (k, h1) and
(k, h2) declared to be isomorphic if there is an automorphism of k sending h1 to h2.
2.2. Summary of main results. The classification is described in Sections 3 and 4, but we think it might
be helpful to the reader to collect here already the results. In the tables below we use an abbreviated
notation in which we do not write the so(D) indices explicitly. We write J, B, P and H for the generators
of the kinematical Lie algebra k and write the kinematical Lie brackets of (4) as
[J, J] = J [J,B] = B [J,P] = P and [J,H] = 0. (8)
For D 6= 2, any other brackets can be reconstructed unambiguously from the abbreviated expression
since there is only one way to reintroduce indices in an so(D)-equivariant fashion; that is, using only the
so(D)-invariant tensors δab and ǫa1 ···aD on the right hand side of the brackets. For example,
[H,B] = P stands for [H,Ba] = Pa and [B,P] = H+ J for [Ba,Pb] = δabH + Jab. (9)
In D = 3we may also have brackets of the form
[P,P] = P which we take to mean [Pa,Pb] = ǫabcPc, (10)
where we employ Einstein’s summation convention. Similarly, for D = 2, ǫab is rotationally invariant
and can appear in Lie brackets. So we will write, e.g.,
[H,B] = B+ P˜ for [H,Ba] = Ba + ǫabPb, (11)
et cetera.
Table 1 summarises all the hard work in Sections 3 and 4 and lists all the inequivalent geometrically
realisable effective Lie pairs (k, h)with k a kinematical Lie algebra and h an admissible Lie subalgebra. A
basis has been chosen in such a way that h is spanned by (Jab,Ba). In this way, Lie pairs are uniquely
characterised by specifying the Lie brackets of k in this basis. The kinematical Lie brackets (8) are com-
mon to all kinematical Lie algebras, so that we need only specify those Lie brackets which do not involve
the rotations. The table is divided into five sections, separated by horizontal rules. From top to bottom,
the first four correspond to the lorentzian, riemannian, galilean and carrollian spacetimes. The final sec-
tion corresponds to “exotic” two-dimensional spacetimes admitting no such structures. Two remarks
are in order about this table and both concern the case of D = 1. Since there are no rotations in D = 1,
in any row where J appears, we are tacitly assuming that we set J = 0 if D = 1. Also, some of the
D > 1 spacetimes become accidentally pairwise isomorphic in D = 1: namely, carrollian and galilean,
de Sitter and anti de Sitter, carrollian dS and galilean AdS, and carrollian AdS and galilean dS. This ex-
plains why we write D > 2 for carrollian, de Sitter, and carrollian (anti) de Sitter. In this way no two
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rows are isomorphic and hence every row in the table specifies a unique isomorphism class of simply-
connected homogeneous kinematical spacetime. Perhaps it bears repeating that, as mentioned already
in the introduction, the galilean (A)dS spacetimes are often called the Newton–Hooke spacetimes.
Table 1. Simply-connected homogeneous (D+ 1)-dimensional kinematical spacetimes
Label D Nonzero Lie brackets in addition to [J, J] = J, [J,B] = B, [J,P] = P Comments
S1 > 1 [H,B] = −P [B,B] = J [B,P] = H Minkowski (M)
S2 > 2 [H,B] = −P [H,P] = −B [B,B] = J [B,P] = H [P,P] = −J de Sitter (dS)
S3 > 1 [H,B] = −P [H,P] = B [B,B] = J [B,P] = H [P,P] = J anti de Sitter (AdS)
S4 > 1 [H,B] = P [B,B] = −J [B,P] = H euclidean (E)
S5 > 1 [H,B] = P [H,P] = −B [B,B] = −J [B,P] = H [P,P] = −J sphere (S)
S6 > 1 [H,B] = P [H,P] = B [B,B] = −J [B,P] = H [P,P] = J hyperbolic (H)
S7 > 1 [H,B] = −P galilean (G)
S8 > 1 [H,B] = −P [H,P] = −B galilean de Sitter (dSG = dSGγ=−1)
S9γ > 1 [H,B] = −P [H,P] = γB+ (1+ γ)P torsional galilean de Sitter dSGγ∈(−1,1]
S10 > 1 [H,B] = −P [H,P] = B galilean anti de Sitter (AdSG = AdSGχ=0)
S11χ > 1 [H,B] = −P [H,P] = (1+ χ2)B+ 2χP torsional galilean anti de Sitter AdSGχ>0
S12γ,χ 2 [H,B] = −P [H,P] = (1+ γ)P− χP˜+ γB− χB˜ γ ∈ [−1, 1),χ > 0
S13 > 2 [B,P] = H carrollian (C)
S14 > 2 [H,P] = −B [B,P] = H [P,P] = −J carrollian de Sitter (dSC)
S15 > 2 [H,P] = B [B,P] = H [P,P] = J carrollian anti de Sitter (AdSC)
S16 > 1 [H,B] = B [H,P] = −P [B,P] = H + J carrollian light cone (LC)
S17 1 [H,B] = −P [B,P] = −H− 2P
S18 1 [H,B] = H [B,P] = −P
S19χ 1 [H,B] = (1+ χ)H [B,P] = (1− χ)P χ > 0
S20χ 1 [H,B] = −P [B,P] = −(1+ χ2)H− 2χP χ > 0
Geometrical properties of the spacetimes are provided in Table 16.
Table 2 lists the Lie pairs corresponding to the aristotelian spacetimes. Many of them arise from non-
effective Lie pairs (k, h) with k a kinematical Lie algebra. If such a pair is not effective, it means that h
contains a nonzero ideal of k. For k a kinematical Lie algebra, this cannot be other than the span b of the
(Ba), assuming they do form an ideal. When this is the case, we may quotient both k and h by the ideal
b and arrive at an effective (by construction) Lie pair (k/b, h/b) = (a, r), where a = k/b is an aristotelian
Lie algebra (see Appendix A) and r = h/b is a rotational subalgebra of a.
To fix ideas, let us consider the example of the galilean algebra g. This is the kinematical Lie algebra
with nonzero Lie brackets [H,B] = −P in addition to those in (8). As wewill see, there are two isomorph-
ism classes of Lie pairs associated to g. If we choose bases for g so that in both cases the admissible
subalgebra is the span of (Jab,Ba), then the two Lie pairs are described by the following Lie brackets for
g in addition to those in (8):
• [H,B] = −P, which is the standard galilean spacetime, and
• [H,P] = B.
The latter Lie pair is not effective because h contains the ideal b spanned by the (Ba). If we quotient this
Lie pair by b, which boils down to discarding any Ba in the Lie brackets, we see that now [H,P] = 0 and
we arrive at the static aristotelian Lie algebra.
AristotelianLie pairs are always geometrically realisable because the rotational subalgebra r generates
a compact subgroup and compact subgroups are always closed. Furthermore, since r is fixed, every
aristotelian Lie algebra gives rise to a unique aristotelian Lie pair, so that the classification in AppendixA
is also a classification of simply-connected aristotelian spacetimes up to isomorphism.
Table 2. Simply-connected homogeneous (D+ 1)-dimensional aristotelian spacetimes
Label D Nonzero Lie brackets in addition to [J, J] = J and [J,P] = P Comments
A21 > 0 static (S)
A22 > 1 [H,P] = P torsional static (TS)
A23+1 > 2 [P,P] = J R×HD
A23−1 > 2 [P,P] = −J R× SD
A24 2 [P,P] = H
The next two sections contain the classifications leading up to Table 1, whereas Section 5 contains
the details leading up to Figures 3, 4 and 5. The busy reader may wish to skip them at a first reading
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and go directly to Section 6 where we explore some of the geometrical properties of these spacetimes,
culminating in Table 16.
3. Classification of kinematical Lie pairs
This section, which can be skipped at a first reading, contains the details of the classification of kin-
ematical Lie pairs (k, h) up to isomorphism, where k is a kinematical Lie algebra and h is an admissible
Lie algebra. At this stage we will not worry about whether the resulting Lie pairs are effective and/or
geometrically realisable. The results of this section are collected in Tables 5, 7, 9 and 12, which will be
the starting point for the analysis in Section 4, where we extract from those tables the effective Lie pairs
which admit a geometric realisation to arrive at Table 1.
We will simplify the analysis by making use of the classification of kinematical Lie algebras, which
we briefly review. Kinematical Lie algebras (withD-dimensional space isotropy) have been classified up
to Lie algebra isomorphism. In D = 0 there is a unique one-dimensional Lie algebra, whereas in D = 1
there are no rotations, so any three-dimensional Lie algebra is kinematical. These were classified by
Bianchi [48] (see [49] for an English translation) in the context of his classification of three-dimensional
homogeneous spaces; although here theywill play the rôle of symmetries of two-dimensional homogen-
eous spaces. The other classic case is D = 3, where the kinematical Lie algebras were classified by Bacry
andNuyts [2] refining earlierwork of Bacry and Lévy-Leblond [1]. The remaining casesD > 3 andD = 2
are recent classifications. Following earlierwork on the galilean algebra [50], theD = 3 classificationwas
recovered recently in [3] using methods of deformation theory. These methods were then extended to
arrive at the classifications for D > 3 [4] and D = 2 [5]. These classifications are recalled in this paper
and are contained in Tables 4, 6, 8 and 11.
The classification of kinematical Lie algebras allows us to fix a kinematical Lie algebra k and then con-
sider Lie pairs (k, h), with two such pairs (k, h1) and (k, h2) being isomorphic if there is an automorphism
of k taking h1 to h2. This suggests the following methodology, which is how we will proceed in this
paper.
For each kinematical Lie algebra k in the classification, we will determine the admissible subalgebras
h and, if necessary, the action of the automorphism group A = Aut(k) on them. We will then pick
one representative from each A-orbit. Finally, we will change basis (if needed) for k so that h is always
spanned by Jab and Ba. The resulting Lie pair is then described uniquely by specifying the Lie brackets
of k in this basis. Furthermore, whenever possible, we choose a basis in which the Lie pair is manifestly
reductive.
It follows from the classification of kinematical Lie algebras that there are kinematical Lie algebras
which exist for all D > 1, but there are additional Lie algebras for D 6 3, due to accidents in small
dimension: namely, the existence of a rotationally invariant vector product in D = 3, a rotationally
invariant symplectic structure in D = 2, and the absence of rotations in D = 1. As explained in [5],
the case D = 2 is special and it is convenient to work with the complexified Lie algebra. The analysis
in that case does not embed easily into the general discussion of D > 3 and therefore we will have
to do it separately. Similarly the case D = 1 is special in that any three-dimensional Lie algebra is
kinematical and any one-dimensional subalgebra is admissible. We also treat this case separately. These
considerations suggest first treating the generic case (restricted to D > 3), which we do in Section 3.1.
Then in Section 3.2 we consider the additional kinematical Lie algebras which are unique to D = 3. In
Section 3.3 we determine the Lie pairs associated to the kinematical Lie algebras in D = 2. As we will
see, there are two kinematical Lie algebras unique to D = 2 which do not admit any Lie pairs. Then in
Section 3.4 we consider the Lie pairs associated to the three-dimensional Lie algebras.
3.1. Lie pairs for D > 3. Let us consider those kinematical Lie algebras which have analogs for all
D > 3. (They also have analogs for D < 3, but we will discuss them again separately in that context.)
These are listed in Table 4, which is borrowed from [4, Table 17] with some small modification. We only
list those nonzero Lie brackets in addition to (8), which are understood as given. The numbering in
this and other tables is somewhat arbitrary, but might help in referring to those Lie algebras which are
otherwise nameless. Although we are aware that referring to some of these kinematical Lie algebras
by name presupposes a geometrical interpretation of the generators which may or may not be the right
interpretation depending on the actual homogeneous space under consideration, we do feel that it helps
to orient the reader if we point out to which named Lie algebras (when the name exists) the Lie algebras
in Table 4 are isomorphic. In this spirit, let us also mention in this and other tables the isomorphism
type of the Lie algebra, when known. To this end let us introduce in Table 3 some notation for the named
Lie algebras appearing in this section.
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Table 3. Notation for Lie algebras
Notation Name
s static
n+ (elliptic) Newton
n− (hyperbolic) Newton
e euclidean
Notation Name
p Poincaré
so orthogonal
g galilean
c Carroll
Table 4. Generic kinematical Lie algebras for D > 3
LA# ∼= Nonzero Lie brackets in addition to [J, J] = J, [J,B] = B and [J,P] = P Comments
1 s
2 g [H,B] = P
3γ [H,B] = γB [H,P] = P γ ∈ (−1, 1)
4 [H,B] = B [H,P] = P
5 n− [H,B] = −B [H,P] = P
6 [H,B] = B+ P [H,P] = P
7χ [H,B] = χB + P [H,P] = χP− B χ > 0
8 n+ [H,B] = P [H,P] = −B
9 c [B,P] = H
10ε pe [H,B] = −εP [B,B] = εJ [B,P] = H ε = ±1
11 so(D+ 1, 1) [H,B] = B [H,P] = −P [B,P] = H+ J
12ε
so(D,2)
so(D+2) [H,B] = −εP [H,P] = εB [B,B] = εJ [B,P] = H [P,P] = εJ ε = ±1
In discussing the automorphisms of kinematical Lie algebras we will fix the rotational subalgebra r
and concentrate on automorphisms which are the identity on r and in this way focus only on their action
on the non-rotational generators. Since automorphisms must commute with the action of the rotations
and the vector representation is irreducible (also upon complexification) they are necessarily of the form
(B,P,H) 7→ (B,P,H)

a b 0c d 0
0 0 ∆

 = (aB+ cP,bB+ dP,∆H), (12)
for some a,b, c,d,∆ ∈ R and ∆(ad − bc) 6= 0. In other words, the automorphism group of k will be a
subgroup of GL(2,R)× R6=0.
3.1.1. Lie pairs associated to Lie algebra #1. Kinematical Lie algebra #1 in Table 4 is isomorphic to the static
Lie algebra, with all brackets zero except for those in equation (8). The automorphism group is the full
GL(2,R)× R6=0. An admissible Lie subalgebra is spanned by the rotations and the D vectors αBa + βPa,
for some α,β ∈ R not both zero. We will abbreviate the span of these vectors as αB+ βP, but let us not
forget that we mean a D-dimensional subspace. Under an automorphism,
αB+ βP 7→ (aα+ bβ)B+ (cα + dβ)P, (13)
so that all that happens is that the vector (α,β) ∈ R2 is transformed under GL(2,R) according to the
defining representation. Given any nonzero vector (α,β) ∈ R2, there is a change of basis which sends it
to the elementary vector (1, 0), so that up to the action of GL(2,R), we can take the Lie subalgebra h to
be spanned by the rotations and B.
3.1.2. Lie pairs associated to Lie algebra #2. Kinematical Lie algebra #2 in Table 4 is isomorphic to the ga-
lilean Lie algebra. The automorphism group A is easily determined to be
A =



a 0 0c a∆ 0
0 0 ∆


∣∣∣∣∣∣ a, c,∆ ∈ R, a∆ 6= 0

 . (14)
Any vectorial subspaceW of the form αB+ βP defines a subalgebra, since B and P commute. Under an
automorphism, (
α
β
)
7→
(
aα
a∆β+ cα
)
. (15)
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If α 6= 0, we can choose a = α−1 and c = −a2∆β and hence bring (α,β) 7→ (1, 0), so thatW is the span of
B.
If α = 0, then β 6= 0 and we can choose a∆ = β−1 so that (0,β) 7→ (0, 1). This means that nowW is the
span of P. We change basis in the Lie algebra so thatW is the span of B. In the new basis, the galilean
algebra has the additional bracket
[H,P] = B. (16)
This is often known as the para-galilean algebra, but it is of course isomorphic to the galilean algebra.
3.1.3. Lie pairs associated to Lie algebra #3γ. The automorphism group of Lie algebra #3γ in Table 4 is
determined to be
A =



a 0 00 d 0
0 0 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣ a,d ∈ R, ad 6= 0

 . (17)
Any vectorial subspaceW of the form αB+ βP defines a subalgebra, since B and P commute. Under an
automorphism, (
α
β
)
7→
(
aα
dβ
)
. (18)
We have three cases to consider, depending on whether α = 0, β = 0 or neither are zero.
If β = 0, then we can choose a so that aα = 1, bringing (α, 0) 7→ (1, 0). HereW is the span of B.
If α = 0, then similarlyW is the span of P. We change basis so thatW is again the span of B, which
means that the additional Lie brackets are now
[H,B] = B and [H,P] = γP. (19)
Finally, if αβ 6= 0, then we can choose a,d so that (α,β) 7→ (1, 1) and W is spanned by B + P. We
change basis to thatW is spanned by B, bringing the additional Lie brackets to the form
[H,B] = P and [H,P] = −γB+ (1+ γ)P. (20)
3.1.4. Lie pairs associated to Lie algebra #4. The automorphism group of Lie algebra #4 in Table 4 is determ-
ined to be
A =



a b 0c d 0
0 0 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣ a,b, c,d ∈ R, ad− bc 6= 0

 ∼= GL(2,R). (21)
Any vectorial subspace αB + βP is a subalgebra, but under the automorphisms we can always bring it
to B.
3.1.5. Lie pairs associated to Lie algebra #5. The automorphism group of Lie algebra #5 in Table 4 is determ-
ined to be
A =



a 0 00 d 0
0 0 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣ a,d ∈ R, ad 6= 0


⋃


0 b 0c 0 0
0 0 −1


∣∣∣∣∣∣ b, c ∈ R, bc 6= 0

 . (22)
Any vectorial subspace αB + βP is a subalgebra. The analysis of the action of automorphisms is very
similar to that of algebra #3, except that using automorphisms not in the identity component, we can
relate the subspace spanned by B to that spanned by P. Therefore we have two inequivalent Lie pairs,
corresponding to the Lie algebra in the original basis:
[H,B] = −B and [H,P] = P, (23)
and the one corresponding to
[H,B] = P and [H,P] = B. (24)
3.1.6. Lie pairs associated to Lie algebra #6. The automorphism group of Lie algebra #6 in Table 4 is determ-
ined to be
A =



a 0 0c a 0
0 0 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣ a, c ∈ R, a 6= 0

 . (25)
Any vectorial subspace αB + βP is a subalgebra. Using the automorphisms, we may send (α,β) 7→
(aα, cα + aβ). We can distinguish between two cases. If α 6= 0, then take a = α−1 and c = −α−2β so
arrive at (1, 0), so thatW is spanned by B. If α = 0, thenW is spanned by P. In the former case, we have
the original Lie brackets
[H,B] = B+ P and [H,P] = P; (26)
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although we prefer to change basis so that P 7→ −(P+ B). In that basis, the brackets are now
[H,B] = −P and [H,P] = B+ 2P. (27)
In the latter case, we change basis so thatW is again spanned by B, but then the Lie brackets are now
[H,B] = B and [H,P] = B+ P. (28)
3.1.7. Lie pairs associated to Lie algebra #7χ. The automorphism group of Lie algebra #7χ in Table 4 is
determined to be
A =



 a b 0−b a 0
0 0 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣ a,b ∈ R, a2 + b2 6= 0

 . (29)
Any vectorial subspace αB + βP is a subalgebra. Using the automorphisms we can bring any (α,β) to
(1, 0), so that W is spanned by B. We prefer to change basis in the Lie algebra so that P 7→ −(P + χB).
Doing so, the Lie brackets become
[H,B] = −P and [H,P] = (1+ χ2)B+ 2χP. (30)
3.1.8. Lie pairs associated to Lie algebra #8. The automorphism group of Lie algebra #8 in Table 4 is determ-
ined to be
A =



 a b 0−b a 0
0 0 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣ a,b ∈ R, a2 + b2 6= 0


⋃


a b 0b −a 0
0 0 −1


∣∣∣∣∣∣ a,b ∈ R, a2 + b2 6= 0

 . (31)
Any vectorial subspace αB+βP is a subalgebra. As in the previous case, using only the automorphisms
in the identity component we can already bring any (α,β) to (1, 0), so thatW is spanned by B. There is
thus a unique Lie pair associated to this Lie algebra.
3.1.9. Lie pairs associated to Lie algebra #9. Lie algebra #9 in Table 4 is isomorphic to the Carroll algebra.
Its automorphism group is determined to be
A =



a b 0c d 0
0 0 ad− bc


∣∣∣∣∣∣ a,b, c,d ∈ R, ad− bc 6= 0

 ∼= GL(2,R). (32)
Any vectorial subspace αB+ βP is a subalgebra since
[αBa + βPa,αBb + βPb] = αβ([Ba,Pb] + [Pa,Bb]) = αβ(δabH − δbaH) = 0. (33)
However up to the automorphisms we can always bring (α,β) to (1, 0) and hence W is spanned by B.
There is a unique homogeneous Lie pair associated to the Carroll algebra.
3.1.10. Lie pairs associated to Lie algebra #10ε. Lie algebra #10−1 is isomorphic to the euclidean Lie algebra,
whereas #10+1 is isomorphic to the Poincaré Lie algebra. The automorphism group is determined to be
A =



1 0 0c d 0
0 0 d


∣∣∣∣∣∣ c,d ∈ R, d 6= 0


⋃


−1 0 0c d 0
0 0 −d


∣∣∣∣∣∣ c,d ∈ R, d 6= 0

 . (34)
Any vectorial subspace αB+ βP is admissible, since
[αB+ βP,αB+ βP] = εα2J . (35)
Under the automorphisms, we may bring (α,β) to (±α, cα + dβ). We must distinguish between two
cases. If α 6= 0, we can bring (α,β) to (α, 0)with α > 0, which says thatW is the span of B. If α = 0, then
W is spanned by P. In the former case, we have the original Lie brackets
[H,B] = −εP [B,P] = H and [B,B] = εJ, (36)
whereas in the latter case we change basis so that W is again spanned by B, but this changes the Lie
brackets to
[H,P] = εB [B,P] = H and [P,P] = εJ, (37)
where we have also changed the sign of H in order to keep the [B,P] = H bracket uniform. These Lie
algebras are often known as the para-Poincaré and para-euclidean algebras, depending on the sign of ε.
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3.1.11. Lie pairs associated to Lie algebra #11. Lie algebra #11 in Table 4 is isomorphic to so(D+ 1, 1). The
automorphism group consists of two connected components:
A =



a 0 00 a−1 0
0 0 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣ a ∈ R6=0


⋃


 0 b 0b−1 0 0
0 0 −1


∣∣∣∣∣∣ b ∈ R6=0

 . (38)
Every vectorial subspace αB+ βP is admissible, since
[αB+ βP,αB+ βP] = 2αβJ . (39)
If either α = 0 or β = 0, then we can use the automorphisms to bring (α,β) to (1, 0), which says that
W is spanned by B. If αβ 6= 0, then we can use the automorphisms to bring (α,β) to (
√
|αβ|,±
√
|αβ|),
depending on whether αβ is positive or negative. This says thatW is spanned by B±P. Changing basis
so thatW is again spanned by B, and redefining H, we arrive at the following brackets
[H,B] = εP [H,P] = εB [B,B] = −εJ [P,P] = εJ and [B,P] = H, (40)
where ε = ±1 according to whether ±αβ > 0.
3.1.12. Lie pairs associated to Lie algebra #12ε. Lie algebra #12ε in Table Table 4 is isomorphic to so(D, 2)
for ε = 1 and to so(D+2) for ε = −1. The automorphism group is isomorphic toO(2) and hence has two
connected components:
A =



 a b 0−b a 0
0 0 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣ a,b ∈ R, a2 + b2 = 1


⋃


a b 0b −a 0
0 0 −1


∣∣∣∣∣∣ a,b ∈ R, a2 + b2 = 1

 . (41)
Any vectorial subspace αB+ βP is admissible, since
[αB+ βP,αB+ βP] = ε(α2 + β2)J. (42)
However using only the automorphisms connected to the identity, we can rotate (α,β) to (
√
α2 + β2, 0)
and henceW is spanned by B. Therefore each of these kinematical Lie algebras has a unique Lie pair.
3.1.13. Summary. We summarise the above results in Table 5, which lists the equivalence classes of kin-
ematical Lie pairs which exist for all D > 3. In this and other similar tables throughout the paper, each
row consists of an incremental label “LP#” for the Lie pair for easy reference in the rest of the paper and
also a label “LA#” of the isomorphism type of kinematical Lie algebra k to which the Lie pair is associ-
ated. The rest of the row contains the Lie brackets of k in a basis where the h is spanned by Jab and Ba
and perhaps some relevant comments. In some cases we have made changes of basis (leaving alone the
subalgebra h) in order to arrive at a more uniform description.
3.2. Lie pairs unique to D = 3. Table 6 lists those kinematical Lie algebras which are unique to D = 3.
It is a sub-table of [3, Table 1], with small modifications.3 As usual we only list any nonzero Lie brackets
in addition to (8).
For the kinematical Lie algebras in this table, the condition on the vectorial subspaceW to be admiss-
ible is very restrictive and there is no need to worry about the action of the automorphisms. Therefore
we have no need to determine the automorphism groups.
3.2.1. Lie pairs associated to Lie algebra #13ε. The only linear combinations αB+ βPwhich are admissible
are those with β = 0, so thatW is already spanned by B. Therefore there is a unique spacetime for each
of these kinematical Lie algebras.
3.2.2. Lie pairs associated to Lie algebra #14. There are two admissible subspaces: the span of B and the
span of P. In the first case, the Lie brackets are as shown in the table, whereas in the second case,
changing basis so thatW is spanned by B, we find
[P,P] = P. (43)
3.2.3. Lie pairs associated to Lie algebra #15. The only admissible subspace is the one spanned by P. Chan-
ging basis so that it spanned by B, we arrive at the Lie bracket
[P,P] = B. (44)
3In [3, Table 1] the rotational generatorR is a vector and is related to J in Table 6 by Jab = −ǫabcRc.
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Table 5. Lie pairs for kinematical Lie algebras (D > 3)
LP# LA# Nonzero Lie brackets in addition to [J, J] = J, [J,B] = B, [J,P] = P Comments
1 1 static
2 2 [H,B] = −P galilean
3 2 [H,P] = B
4γ 3γ [H,B] = γB [H,P] = P γ ∈ (−1, 1)
5γ 3γ [H,B] = B [H,P] = γP γ ∈ (−1, 1)
6γ 3γ [H,B] = −P [H,P] = γB+ (1+ γ)P γ ∈ (−1, 1)
7 4 [H,B] = B [H,P] = P
8 5 [H,B] = −B [H,P] = P
9 5 [H,B] = −P [H,P] = −B galilean dS
10 6 [H,B] = −P [H,P] = B+ 2P
11 6 [H,B] = B [H,P] = B+ P
12χ 7χ [H,B] = −P [H,P] = (1+ χ2)B+ 2χP χ > 0
13 8 [H,B] = −P [H,P] = B galilean AdS
14 9 [B,P] = H carrollian
15+1 10+1 [H,B] = −P [B,B] = J [B,P] = H Minkowski
15−1 10−1 [H,B] = P [B,B] = −J [B,P] = H euclidean
16+1 10+1 [H,P] = B [B,P] = H [P,P] = J carrollian AdS
16−1 10−1 [H,P] = −B [B,P] = H [P,P] = −J carrollian dS
17 11 [H,B] = B [H,P] = −P [B,P] = H+ J
18+1 11 [H,B] = P [H,P] = B [B,B] = −J [B,P] = H [P,P] = J hyperbolic
18−1 11 [H,B] = −P [H,P] = −B [B,B] = J [B,P] = H [P,P] = −J de Sitter
19+1 12+1 [H,B] = −P [H,P] = B [B,B] = J [B,P] = H [P,P] = J anti de Sitter
19−1 12−1 [H,B] = P [H,P] = −B [B,B] = −J [B,P] = H [P,P] = −J sphere
Table 6. Kinematical Lie algebras unique to D = 3
LA# Nonzero brackets in addition to [J, J] = J, [J,B] = B, [J,P] = P Comments
13ε [B,B] = B [P,P] = ε(B− J) ε = ±1
14 [B,B] = B
15 [B,B] = P
16 [H,P] = P [B,B] = B
17 [H,B] = −P [B,B] = P
18 [H,B] = B [H,P] = 2P [B,B] = P
3.2.4. Lie pairs associated to Lie algebra #16. There are two admissible subspacesW: the one spanned by
B and the one spanned by P. In the former case, the Lie brackets are as shown in the table, whereas in
the latter case, changing basis so thatW is spanned by B again, we arrive at
[H,B] = B and [P,P] = P. (45)
3.2.5. Lie pairs associated to Lie algebra #17. There is a unique admissible subspace: the one spanned by P.
Changing basis so that it is spanned by B, we arrive at the Lie bracket
[H,P] = −B and [P,P] = B. (46)
3.2.6. Lie pairs associated to Lie algebra #18. The span of P is the only admissible subspace. Changing basis
so that it is spanned by B, we arrive at
[H,B] = 2B [H,P] = P and [P,P] = B. (47)
3.2.7. Summary. Table 7 lists the Lie pairs associated to the kinematical Lie algebras which are unique
to D = 3.
3.3. Lie pairs for D = 2. Table 8 lists the kinematical Lie algebras with D = 2 in complex form. It is
borrowed partially from [5, Table 1], where we explain the rationale for working with the complexified
Lie algebras. If k is a kinematical Lie algebra in D = 2, we let its complexification kC be the complex
span of H, J,B,P,B,P, where B = B1 + iB2, P = P1 + iP2, B = B1 − iB2 and P = P1 − iP2. The standard
rotational generator Jab is related to J by Jab = −ǫabJ, from where we see that on a vectorial generator
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Table 7. Lie pairs for kinematical Lie algebras unique to D = 3
LP# LA# Nonzero Lie brackets in addition to [J, J] = J, [J,B] = B, [J,P] = P Comments
20ε 13ε [B,B] = B [P,P] = ε(B− J) ε = ±1
21 14 [B,B] = B
22 14 [P,P] = P
23 15 [P,P] = B
24 16 [H,P] = P [B,B] = B
25 16 [H,B] = B [P,P] = P
26 17 [H,P] = −B [P,P] = B
27 18 [H,B] = 2B [H,P] = P [P,P] = B
[J,Va] = ǫabVb, or equivalently [J,V] = −iV in complex form. The Lie bracket of kC is obtained from that
of k by extending it complex linearly. Given kC, we recover k as the real Lie algebra which is fixed under
the conjugation (i.e., complex antilinear involutive automorphism) ⋆ defined on generators by H⋆ = H,
J⋆ = J, B⋆ = B and P⋆ = P. To see how to translate between the complex and real notations, the bracket
[B,B] = iH is equivalent to
[Ba,Bb] = −
1
2
ǫabH, (48)
whereas [H,B] = iB is equivalent to
[H,Ba] = −ǫabBb, (49)
et cetera. As usual, the Lie brackets (8), characterising kinematical Lie algebras, are implicit in every
case.
Table 8. Kinematical Lie algebras for D = 2 (complex form)
LA# ∼= Nonzero Lie brackets in addition to [J,B] = −iB, [J,P] = −iP and their c.c. Comments
19 s
20 g [H,B] = −P
21 [H,B] = B [H,P] = B+ P
22γ+iχ [H,B] = B [H,P] = (γ+ iχ)P γ ∈ [−1, 1], χ > 0, γ+ iχ 6= −1
23 n− [H,B] = B [H,P] = −P
24 n+ [H,B] = iB
25 c [B,P] = H
26ε pe [H,P] = εB [B,P] = 2H [P,P] = ε2iJ ε = ±1
27 so(3, 1) [H,B] = B [H,P] = −P [B,P] = 2(J− iH)
28ε
so(4)
so(2,2) [H,B] = εP [H,P] = −εB [B,B] = −ε2iJ [B,P] = 2H [P,P] = −ε2iJ ε = ±1
29 [B,B] = iH [P,P] = iH
30 [H,B] = iB [B,B] = iH [P,P] = i(H + J)
31 [B,B] = iH
32 [H,B] = P [B,B] = iH
33ε [H,B] = iεB [B,B] = iH ε = ±1
Automorphisms are also different than for D > 2 due to the fact that r is one-dimensional. If k is a
kinematical Lie algebra in Table 8, then the group of automorphisms is a subgroup ofGL(2,C)×GL(2,R).
It consists of pairs (
a b
c d
)
∈ GL(2,C) and
(
r t
s 1
)
∈ GL(2,R) (50)
acting on the basis by
(B,P) 7→ (aB+ cP,bB + dP) and (H, J) 7→ (rH+ sJ, J+ tH). (51)
(This uses the observation that for any of the Lie algebras in Table 8, the only elements in the real span
of H and J which act on B and P as rotations have the form J + tH and t can be nonzero only when H is
central, which is the case for the static and Carroll algebras and also for the kinematical Lie algebras #29
and #31 in Table 8.)
If h is an admissible subalgebra, its complexification hC is the complex span of J+tH,αB+βP, α¯B+β¯P,
for some α,β ∈ C not both zero and some t ∈ R. (Again this uses the above mentioned observation that
the rotational generators are of the form J + tH.) The real subalgebra h is then the real span of J + tH
and the real and imaginary parts of αB + βP. We let W denote the two-dimensional real vector space
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spanned by the real and imaginary parts of αB+βP, which transforms as a two-dimensional real (vector)
representation of r. We will, however, abbreviate this by sayingW is spanned by αB+ βP.
3.3.1. Lie pairs associated to Lie algebra #19. Any subspace αB + βP is admissible. The automorphism
group is the full group
A =




a b
c d
r t
s 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ a,b, c,d ∈ C, r, s, t ∈ R, r(ad− bc) 6= 0


. (52)
As in the case ofD > 3, wemay bring (α,β) to (1, 0) by an automorphism which preservesH and J, so we
can takeW to be spanned by B without loss of generality. There is thus a unique spacetime associated
to this Lie algebra.
3.3.2. Lie pairs associated to the Lie algebra #20. Any subspace αB+ βP is admissible. The automorphism
group is now
A =




a 0
c ar
r 0
0 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ a, c ∈ C, r ∈ R, ar 6= 0


. (53)
Using the automorphisms, we can bring any nonzero (α,β) ∈ C2 to either (1, 0) or (0, 1), depending on
whether or not α = 0. In the former case,W is spanned byB and the nonzero brackets are unchanged. In
the latter case,W is spanned by P. Changing basis so that it is again spanned by B changes the nonzero
brackets to [H,P] = −B.
3.3.3. Lie pairs associated to Lie algebra #21. Again every nonzero subspace αB + βP is admissible. The
automorphisms are given by
A =




a b
0 a
1 0
0 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ a,b ∈ C, a 6= 0


. (54)
Using automorphisms we can bring any nonzero (α,β) to one of two vectors: (1, 0) or (0, 1), depending
on whether or not β = 0. In the former case, W is already spanned by B and the nonzero brackets are
unchanged. In the latter case, W is spanned by P, but changing basis so that it is again spanned by B,
results in the following nonzero Lie brackets:
[H,B] = B+ P and [H,P] = P. (55)
3.3.4. Lie pairs associated to Lie algebras #22γ+iχ and #23. These two cases can be treated simultaneously,
with brackets
[H,B] = B and [H,P] = ξP, (56)
for ξ ∈ C given by ξ = γ + iχ with γ ∈ [−1, 1] and χ > 0. For kinematical Lie algebra #22γ+iχ, ξ 6= −1,
which corresponds to Lie algebra #23. It is convenient to distinguish three cases:
(1) ξ = 1;
(2) Re ξ = −1; and
(3) ξ 6= 1 and Re ξ 6= −1.
In all cases, any nonzero subspace αB+ βP is admissible, but the automorphisms differ.
For ξ = 1, the automorphisms are given by
A =




a b
c d
1 0
0 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ a,b, c,d ∈ C, ad− bc 6= 0


, (57)
and it is clear that we can bring any nonzero (α,β) ∈ C2 to (1, 0). So without loss of generality we can
takeW to be spanned by B and the brackets are unchanged:
[H,B] = B and [H,P] = P. (58)
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For Re ξ = −1, the automorphisms are given by
A =




a 0
0 d
1 0
0 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ a,d ∈ C, ad 6= 0


⋃




0 b
c 0
−1 0
−χ 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ b, c ∈ C, bc 6= 0


. (59)
Any nonzero (α,β) ∈ C2 may be brought to one of two normal forms: (1, 0) or (1, 1) according to whether
one of α or β are zero or neither are zero, respectively. In the first case,W is already spanned by B and
there is no need to change basis. In the second case,W is spanned by B+P and after the change of basis,
the new brackets are
[H,B] = P and [H,P] = −ξB+ (1+ ξ)P. (60)
Finally, if ξ 6= 1 and Re ξ 6= −1, the automorphisms are
A =




a 0
0 d
1 0
0 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ a,d ∈ C, ad 6= 0


. (61)
Again we can bring any nonzero (α,β) to one of three normal forms (1, 0) (if β = 0), (0, 1) (if α = 0) or
(1, 1) otherwise. In the first case there is no need to change basis. In the second case,W is spanned by P
and changing basis results in
[H,B] = ξB and [H,P] = P. (62)
Finally, in the last case,W is spanned by B+ P. Changing basis results again in
[H,B] = P and [H,P] = −ξB+ (1+ ξ)P. (63)
3.3.5. Lie pairs associated to Lie algebra #24. Again every nonzero subspace W is admissible. The auto-
morphism group has now two connected components:
A =




a 0
0 d
1 0
0 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ a,d ∈ C, ad 6= 0


⋃




0 b
c 0
−1 0
−1 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ b, c ∈ C, bc 6= 0


. (64)
Via an automorphism, any nonzero (α,β) ∈ C2 can be brought to either (1, 0) if at least one of α or β is
zero, or (1, 1) otherwise. In the former case,W is already spanned by B and the brackets are unchanged,
whereas in the latter caseW is spanned by B+ P and changing basis changes the brackets to
[H,B] = −P and [H,P] = B. (65)
3.3.6. Lie pairs associated to Lie algebra #25. A subspace αB+βP is admissible if and only if αβ¯ ∈ R: indeed,
[αB+ βP, α¯B+ β¯P] = (αβ¯− α¯β)H. (66)
The condition αβ¯ ∈ R means that we can choose α and β real and still span the same subspace. It is
unnecessary to determine the precise automorphism group. It suffices to remark that it includes the
subgroup
A =




a b
c d
ad− bc 0
0 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ a,b, c,d ∈ R,ad − bc 6= 0


, (67)
and that using such an automorphism, we can take any (α,β) ∈ R2 to (1, 0). There is thus a unique
spacetime.
3.3.7. Lie pairs associated to Lie algebra #26ε. A subspace αB+ βP is admissible if and only if αβ¯ is real:
[αB+ βP, α¯B+ β¯P] = 2(αβ¯− α¯β)H + 2iε|β|2J. (68)
As in the previous case, we can take α,β both real without altering their span.
The automorphism group consists of
A =




rd ud
0 d
r 0
0 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ r,u ∈ R, d ∈ C, r 6= 0, |d| = 1


. (69)
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Under automorphisms we can bring every admissible subspace to either the span of the B or the span
of the P. In the former case we do not change the brackets, whereas in the latter case we change basis
and arrive at
[H,B] = εP [B,P] = −2H and [B,B] = 2εiJ. (70)
3.3.8. Lie pairs associated to Lie algebra #27. Because of the bracket
[αB+ βP, α¯B+ β¯P] = 2(αβ¯− α¯β)J− 2i(αβ¯+ α¯β)H, (71)
a subspace αB+ βP is admissible if and only if αβ¯+ α¯β = 0.
The automorphism group in this case can be determined to consist of two connected components
A =




a 0
0 a¯−1
1 0
0 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ a ∈ C, a 6= 0


⋃




0 b
−b¯−1 0
−1 0
0 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ b ∈ C, b 6= 0


. (72)
Under an automorphism in the identity component, (α,β) 7→ (aα,β/a¯), whereas under an auto-
morphism in the other component (α,β) 7→ (bβ,−α/b¯). Notice that the product αβ¯ remains invariant
under automorphisms, provided that (α,β) is admissible, so that αβ¯ = −α¯β.
Suppose that αβ¯ = 0. Then either α = 0 or β = 0 and we may apply an automorphism to send such
(α,β) to (1, 0). On the other hand, if αβ¯ = it for some real t 6= 0, we can always choose an automorphism
to bring (α,β) to amultiple of (1,±i). The former case,W is spanned byB and in the latter cases byB±iP.
In these latter cases, changing basis so thatW is spanned again by B, we find the following brackets:
[H,B] = P [H,P] = B [B,B] = ∓iJ [P,P] = ±iJ and [B,P] = ±H. (73)
3.3.9. Lie pairs associated to Lie algebra #28ε. A subspace αB + βP is admissible if and only if αβ¯ ∈ R.
Such an admissible subspace is therefore always of the form αB + βP with α,β ∈ R. It is not necessary
to determine the precise form of the automorphism group, but simply to remark that it contains the
following SO(2) subgroup: 



cos θ − sinθ
sinθ cosθ
1 0
0 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ θ ∈ R


. (74)
Any (α,β) ∈ R2 can be rotated to (
√
α2 + β2, 0)which corresponds to the subspace spanned byB. There-
fore there is a unique spacetime for each sign ε.
3.3.10. No Lie pairs associated to Lie algebras #29 and #30. There is no admissible subalgebra in these cases,
since in one case
[αB+ βP, α¯B+ β¯P] = i(|α|2 + |β|2)H (75)
and in the other
[αB+ βP, α¯B+ β¯P] = i(|α|2 + |β|2)H+ i|β|2J, (76)
whereas the right-hand sides do not span a rotational subalgebra. Therefore there are no spacetimes
associated these kinematical Lie algebras.
3.3.11. Lie pairs associated to Lie algebras #31, #32 and #33ε. We can treat these cases simultaneously, since
they only differ in the adjoint action of H. In all cases, the only admissible subspace is the one spanned
by P, since
[αB+ βP, α¯B+ β¯P] = i|α|2H, (77)
and H does not span a rotational subalgebra. Changing basis so that it is spanned by B, changes the
brackets to
[H,P] =


0
B
iεP
and [P,P] = iH. (78)
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3.3.12. Summary. In Table 9, we list the Lie pairs associated to the kinematical Lie algebras inD = 2. We
have reverted to the real form of the D = 2 Lie algebras. The notation is then very similar to D > 3. In
particular, the rotational generator J is again Jab as in D > 3. This eases the comparison with D > 3
and allows us to quickly determine which Lie pairs are unique to D = 2 and which are just the D = 2
avatars of Lie pairs which exist also for D > 2. The main difference between D = 2 and D > 2 is that
some brackets feature the ǫ symbol and we have therefore introduced P˜ and B˜ as explained at the start
of Section 2.2. We have also changed basis in some cases in order to uniformise the presentation and
ease the comparison with D > 2.
The table is divided into two: the ones above the horizontal line are D = 2 avatars of Lie pairs which
exist also for D > 2. The precise dictionary is shown in Table 10. The ones below the line exist only for
D = 2.
Table 9. Lie pairs for kinematical Lie algebras (D = 2, real form)
LP# LA# Nonzero Lie brackets in addition to [J,B] = B and [J,P] = P Comments
28 19 static
29 20 [H,B] = −P galilean
30 20 [H,P] = B
31 21 [H,B] = −P [H,P] = B+ 2P
32 21 [H,B] = B [H,P] = B+ P
33 221+i0 [H,B] = B [H,P] = P
34 23 [H,B] = −B [H,P] = P
35 23 [H,B] = −P [H,P] = −B galilean dS
36γ 22γ+i0 [H,B] = B [H,P] = γP −1 < γ < 1
37γ 22γ+i0 [H,B] = γB [H,P] = P −1 < γ < 1
38γ 22γ+i0 [H,B] = −P [H,P] = γB+ (1+ γ)P −1 < γ < 1
39 24 [H,B] = −P [H,P] = B galilean AdS
40 25 [B,P] = H carrollian
41 26+1 [H,P] = B [B,P] = H [P,P] = J carrollian AdS
42 26−1 [H,P] = −B [B,P] = H [P,P] = −J carrollian dS
43 26+1 [H,B] = −P [B,B] = J [B,P] = H Minkowski
44 26−1 [H,B] = P [B,B] = −J [B,P] = H euclidean
45 27 [H,B] = B [H,P] = −P [B,P] = H+ J
46 27 [H,B] = P [H,P] = B [B,B] = −J [B,P] = H [P,P] = J hyperbolic
47 27 [H,B] = −P [H,P] = −B [B,B] = J [B,P] = H [P,P] = −J de Sitter
48 28+1 [H,B] = P [H,P] = −B [B,B] = −J [B,P] = H [P,P] = −J sphere
49 28−1 [H,B] = −P [H,P] = B [B,B] = J [B,P] = H [P,P] = J anti de Sitter
50χ 221+iχ [H,B] = −P [H,P] = (1+ 4χ−2)B+ 4χ−1P χ > 0
51χ 221+iχ [H,B] = B− χB˜ [H,P] = P χ > 0
52χ 221+iχ [H,B] = B [H,P] = P− χP˜ χ > 0
53γ,χ 22γ+iχ [H,B] = B [H,P] = γP− χP˜ −1 6 γ < 1,χ > 0
54γ,χ 22γ+iχ [H,B] = γB− χB˜ [H,P] = P −1 6 γ < 1,χ > 0
55γ,χ 22γ+iχ [H,B] = −P [H,P] = (1+ γ)P− χP˜ + γB− χB˜ −1 6 γ < 1,χ > 0
56 24 [H,B] = −B˜
57 31 [P,P] = H
58 32 [H,P] = B [P,P] = −H
59 33+1 [H,P] = P˜ [P,P] = H
60 33−1 [H,P] = P˜ [P,P] = −H
Table 10. Correspondence between D = 2 and D > 3 Lie pairs
D = 2 D > 3
28 1
29 2
30 3
31 10
32 11
33 7
34 8
35 9
D = 2 D > 3
36γ 5γ
37γ 4γ
38γ 6γ
39 13
40 14
41 16+1
42 16−1
D = 2 D > 3
43 15+1
44 15−1
45 17
46 18+1
47 18−1
48 19−1
49 19+1
50χ 122/χ
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3.4. Lie pairs for D = 1. Finally, we consider the Lie pairs associated to the D = 1 kinematical Lie al-
gebras. Since there are no rotations in D = 1, every three-dimensional real Lie algebra is kinematical.
Such Lie algebras were classified by Bianchi [48] as part of his classification of three-dimensional homo-
geneous manifolds. In this section, however, they will be associated to two-dimensional homogeneous
spaces. The Bianchi classification of three-dimensional real Lie algebras is recalled in Table 11. We have
omitted Bianchi III because it is isomorphic to Bianchi VI1.
Table 11. Kinematical Lie algebras for D = 1
Bianchi ∼= Nonzero brackets Comments
I s
II g ∼= c [e2,e3] = e1
IV [e1,e3] = e1 [e2,e3] = e1 + e2
V [e1,e3] = e1 [e2,e3] = e2
VI0 n− ∼= p [e1,e3] = −e1 [e2,e3] = e2
VIχ [e1,e3] = (χ− 1)e1 [e2,e3] = (χ+ 1)e2 χ > 0
VII0 n+ ∼= e [e1,e3] = −e2 [e2,e3] = e1
VIIχ [e1,e3] = χe1 − e2 [e2,e3] = e1 + χe2 χ > 0
VIII so(1, 2) [e1,e2] = −e3 [e1,e3] = −e2 [e2,e3] = e1
IX so(3) [e1,e2] = e3 [e1,e3] = −e2 [e2,e3] = e1
Because of dimension and the absence of rotations, every one-dimensional subspace is an admissible
subalgebra. Therefore to classify pairs (k, h) we need, for each k in the Bianchi classification, classify
the one-dimensional subspaces up to the action of automorphisms. In other words, we must determine
the orbits of the action of the automorphism group of k on the projective space Pk of one-dimensional
subspaces of k. We will now do this for every Bianchi type in turn. We will choose a basis for k where h
is spanned by B and will choose P,H, if possible, so that their span is h-invariant. The resulting Lie pairs
are summarised in Table 12 below. Those Lie pairs below the horizontal line correspond to Lie algebras
unique to D = 1; although the Lie pair might actually be the 1 + 1 case of a Lie pair which exists for all
D.
One notational remark about the automorphism groups. Since we have chosen a basis (e1,e2,e3) for
k, we can identify the automorphism group A = Aut(k) with a subgroup of GL(3,R) and therefore we
will be describing it as a set of matrices.
3.4.1. Bianchi I. Since k is abelian, every invertible linear map is an automorphism. The general linear
group acts transitively on the projective space, so we can take h to be spanned by B = e1, say.
3.4.2. Bianchi II. Here k is the Heisenberg algebra, whose automorphisms can be determined to be
A =



ad − bc α β0 a b
0 c d


∣∣∣∣∣∣a,b, c,d,α,β ∈ R, ad 6= bc

 . (79)
A nonzero vector x1e1+x2e2+x3e3 determines a one-dimensional subspace and hence an admissible
subalgebra. Under a typical automorphism, this vector transforms as
x1x2
x3

 7→

ad− bc α β0 a b
0 c d



x1x2
x3

 =

(ad− bc)x1 + αx2 + βx3ax2 + bx3
cx2 + dx3

 (80)
The line spanned by e1 is sent to itself, whereas any other line can be transformed to the line spanned
by e2, say.
In the first case we let B = e1, P = e2 and H = e3, arriving at the Lie algebra with nonzero brackets
[P,H] = B. (81)
In the second case we let B = e2, P = e1 and H = e3, arriving at
[B,H] = P. (82)
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3.4.3. Bianchi IV. The automorphism group is now
A =



a b α0 a β
0 0 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣a,b,α,β ∈ R, a 6= 0

 . (83)
There are three A-orbits in Pk, labelled by the vectors (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0) and (0, 0, 1).
In the first case, B = e1, P = e2 and H = e3, with nonzero brackets
[B,H] = B and [P,H] = B+ P. (84)
In the second case, B = e2, P = e1 and H = e3, with nonzero brackets
[B,H] = P and [P,H] = 2P − B. (85)
In the final case, B = e3, P = e1 and H = e2, with nonzero brackets
[B,P] = −P and [B,H] = −P −H. (86)
3.4.4. Bianchi V. The automorphism group in this case is
A =



a b αc d β
0 0 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣a,b, c,d,α,β ∈ R, ad 6= bc

 . (87)
There are two A-orbits in Pk labelled by the vectors (1, 0, 0) and (0, 0, 1).
In the first case, B = e1, P = e2 and H = e3, with nonzero brackets
[B,H] = B and [P,H] = P. (88)
In the other case, B = e3, P = e1 and H = e2, with nonzero brackets
[B,P] = −P and [B,H] = −H. (89)
3.4.5. Bianchi VI0. The automorphism group is this case is
A =



a 0 α0 d β
0 0 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣a,d,α,β ∈ R, ad 6= 0


⋃


0 b αc 0 β
0 0 −1


∣∣∣∣∣∣b, c,α,β ∈ R, bc 6= 0

 . (90)
There are three A-orbits in Pk, labelled by (0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0) and (1, 1, 0).
In the first case, B = e3, P = e1 and H = e2, with nonzero brackets
[B,H] = −H and [B,P] = P. (91)
In the second case, B = e1, P = e2 and H = e3, with nonzero brackets
[B,H] = −B and [P,H] = P. (92)
This spacetime is not reductive.
In the final case, B = e1 + e2, P = −e1 + e2 and H = e3, with nonzero brackets
[B,H] = P and [P,H] = B. (93)
3.4.6. Bianchi VIχ>0. The automorphism group in this case is the identity component of the automorph-
ism group of Bianchi VI0:
A =



a 0 α0 d β
0 0 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣a,d,α,β ∈ R, ad 6= 0

 . (94)
There are four A-orbits in Pk labelled by the vectors (0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0) and (1, 1, 0).
In the first case, B = e3, P = e1 and H = e2, with nonzero brackets
[B,H] = −(1+ χ)H and [B,P] = (1− χ)P. (95)
In the second case, B = e1, P = e2 and H = e3, with nonzero brackets
[B,H] = (χ− 1)B and [P,H] = (χ+ 1)P. (96)
In the third case, B = e2, P = e1 and H = e3, with nonzero brackets
[B,H] = (χ+ 1)B and [P,H] = (χ− 1)P. (97)
In the final case, B = e1 + e2, P = e2 − e1 and H = e3, with nonzero brackets
[B,H] = χB + P and [P,H] = χP + B. (98)
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3.4.7. Bianchi VII0. The automorphism group has two connected components:
A =



 a b α−b a β
0 0 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣a,b,α,β ∈ R, a2 + b2 6= 0


⋃


a b αb −a β
0 0 −1


∣∣∣∣∣∣a,b,α,β ∈ R, a2 + b2 6= 0

 .
(99)
Using only the identity component, we can bring any line in Pk to of of two lines: the one spanned by
(0, 0, 1) and the one spanned by (1, 0, 0).
In the first case, B = e3, P = e1 and H = e2, with nonzero brackets
[B,H] = −P and [B,P] = H. (100)
In the other case, B = e1, P = e2 and H = e3, with nonzero brackets
[B,H] = −P and [P,H] = B. (101)
3.4.8. Bianchi VIIχ>0. The automorphism group in this case is the identity component of the automorph-
ism group for Bianchi VII0:
A =



 a b α−b a β
0 0 1


∣∣∣∣∣∣a,b,α,β ∈ R, a2 + b2 6= 0

 . (102)
This was all that was needed to bring every line to one of two lines, spanned by either (0, 0, 1) and (1, 0, 0).
In the first case, B = e3, P = e1 and H = e2, with nonzero brackets
[B,H] = −P − χH and [B,P] = H− χP. (103)
In the other case, B = e1, P = e2 and H = e3, with nonzero brackets
[B,H] = χB − P and [P,H] = B+ χP. (104)
3.4.9. Bianchi VIII. This Lie algebra is isomorphic to so(2, 1) and the automorphism group is the adjoint
group, so isomorphic to SO(2, 1). It acts on k via proper Lorentz transformations and hence has three
orbits in the space of lines, corresponding to timelike, spacelike and null lines. The inner product on k
is the Killing form κ, which in the chosen basis is diagonal with components κ(e1,e1) = κ(e2,e2) = 2
and κ(e3,e3) = −2.
We can take for our spacelike line, the one spanned by (1, 0, 0). Here B = e1, P = e2 and H = e3, with
brackets
[B,H] = −P, [B,P] = −H and [P,H] = B. (105)
For the timelike line, we take the one spanned by (0, 0, 1). Here B = e3, P = e1 and H = e2, with
brackets
[B,H] = −P, [B,P] = H and [P,H] = −B. (106)
Finally, we take the span of (1, 0, 1) for the null line. Here B = e1 + e3, P = e2 and H = e1 − e3, with
brackets
[B,H] = 2P, [B,P] = −B and [P,H] = −H. (107)
3.4.10. Bianchi IX. Bianchi IX is isomorphic to su(2), whose automorphism group is the adjoint group
SO(3), which acts transitively on the space of lines. We can take B = e1, P = e2 andH = e3 with brackets
[B,H] = −P, [B,P] = H and [P,H] = B. (108)
3.4.11. Summary. In Table 12 we list the Lie pairs associated to the Bianchi Lie algebras. In that table we
have often redefined H and P linearly in order to ease the comparison with the Lie pairs in D > 3. This
comparison leads to a division of the table into two: the ones above the horizontal line areD = 1 avatars
of Lie pairs which exist also for D > 1. Table 13 shows the correspondence between the D = 1 Lie pairs
and the D > 3 Lie pairs in those cases where there is one. Notice that in D = 1 there are exceptional
isomorphisms between Lie pairs which might differ in D > 3. For example, exchanging P and H (i.e.,
re-interpreting what is time and space), we see that the following pairs of spacetimes are isomorphic:
de Sitter/anti de Sitter, galilean/carrollian, galilean dS/carrollian AdS and galilean AdS/carrollian dS.
As in previous tables (Tables 5, 7 and 9) each row in Table 12 is an isomorphism class of kinematical
Lie pair with sequential label “LP#”. Similarly, the label “Bianchi” in Table 12 identifies the Bianchi type
of the Lie algebra in Table 11. It bears reminding that the Lie brackets in the tables below are expressed
in a basis where the admissible subalgebra h is spanned by B.
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Table 12. Lie pairs for kinematical Lie algebras (D = 1)
LP# Bianchi Nonzero Lie brackets Comments
61 I static
62 II [H,P] = B
63 II [H,B] = −P galilean/carrollian
64 IV [H,B] = B [H,P] = B+ P
65 IV [H,B] = −P [H,P] = B+ 2P
66 V [H,B] = B [H,P] = P
67 VI0 [H,B] = −B [H,P] = P
68 VI0 [H,B] = −P [H,P] = −B galilean dS/carrollian AdS
69χ VIχ [H,B] = (χ− 1)B [H,P] = (1 + χ)P χ > 0
70χ VIχ [H,B] = (χ+ 1)B [H,P] = (χ− 1)P χ > 0
71χ VIχ [H,B] = −χB+ P [H,P] = B− χP χ > 0
72 VII0 [H,B] = P [B,P] = H euclidean
73 VII0 [H,B] = −P [H,P] = B galilean AdS/carrollian dS
74χ VIχ [H,B] = −P [H,P] = (1 + χ2)B+ 2χP χ > 0
75 VIII [H,B] = −P [B,P] = H [H,P] = B (anti) de Sitter
76 VIII [H,B] = P [B,P] = H [H,P] = B hyperbolic
77 IX [H,B] = P [B,P] = H [H,P] = −B sphere
78 VI0 [H,B] = H [B,P] = P Minkowski
79 VIII [H,B] = −P [B,P] = B [H,P] = −H
80 IV [H,B] = P +H [B,P] = −P
81 V [H,B] = H [B,P] = −P
82χ VIχ [H,B] = (1 + χ)H [B,P] = (1− χ)P χ > 0
83χ VIIχ [H,B] = P + χH [B,P] = H− χP χ > 0
Table 13. Correspondence between D = 1 and D > 3 Lie pairs
D = 1 D > 3
61 1
62 3
63 2 and 14
64 11
65 10
66 7
D = 1 D > 3
67 8
68 9 and 16+1
69χ 4 χ−1
χ+1
70χ 5 χ−1
χ+1
71χ 6 χ−1
χ+1
72 15−1
D = 1 D > 3
73 13 and 16−1
74χ 12χ
75 18−1 and 19+1
76 18+1
77 19−1
78 15+1
79 17
4. Classification of simply-connected homogeneous spacetimes
In Section 3 we have classified the equivalence classes of Lie pairs (k, h) where k is a kinematical Lie
algebra and h is an admissible subalgebra. Our aim is to classify simply-connected homogeneous space-
times and, as explained in Appendix B, this requires selecting those Lie pairs which are effective (so that
h contains no nonzero ideal of k) and also geometrically realisable, so that there exists a kinematical Lie
group K ′ and an admissible subgroup H ′ whose Lie pair (k ′, h ′) is isomorphic to (k, h). Let us discuss
both of these selection criteria in turn.
4.1. Effective Lie pairs. Recall that we have chosen a basis for the kinematical Lie algebra k such that the
subalgebra h is spanned by Jab and Ba. This means that the only possible nonzero ideal of k contained in
h is the span of the boosts Ba. Therefore to check if a Lie pair (k, h) is effective, all we need to do is inspect
the Lie brackets [Ba,X] for X in the span of (Ba,Pa,H) and see whether they all lie in the span of the Ba
(in which case the Lie pair is not effective) or not (in which case it is). Reducing a non-effective Lie pair
by the ideal b spanned by the boosts, we arrive at an effective aristotelian Lie pair. Since it turns out that
not all aristotelian Lie pairs arise in this way, we treat their classification separately in Appendix A.
4.1.1. Effective Lie pairs for all D > 3. Inspecting Table 5 we see that Lie pairs 1, 3, 4γ, 5γ, 7, 8 and 11 are
not effective, since the span of the Ba define an ideal of k. Reducing by that idealwe obtain an aristotelian
Lie pair of the ones in Table 2, which are classified in Appendix A:
• Lie pairs 1 and 3 reduce to the static aristotelian Lie pair A21; whereas
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• Lie pairs 4γ, 5γ, 7, 8 and 11 reduce to the torsional static aristotelian Lie pair A22.
4.1.2. No effective Lie pairs unique toD = 3. Inspecting Table 7 we see that no Lie pairs for kinematical Lie
algebras unique to D = 3 are effective. They all reduce to aristotelian Lie pairs:
• Lie pairs 21, 23 and 26 reduce to the static aristotelian Lie pair A21;
• Lie pairs 24 and 27 reduce to the torsional static aristotelian Lie pair A22;
• Lie pair 20ε reduces to the aristotelian Lie pair A23ε with bracket [P,P] = −εJ; and
• Lie pairs 22 and 25 reduce to [P,P] = P, which is isomorphic to A23+1 after changing basis
Pa 7→
1
2
(Pa +
1
4
ǫabcJbc).
4.1.3. Effective Lie pairs for D = 2. We inspect Table 9 and concentrate on the Lie pairs which are unique
to D = 2, since for those which exist forD > 2 the calculations forD > 2 are valid also forD = 2. We see
that only the Lie pair 55γ,χ is effective. The others reduce to aristotelian Lie pairs:
• 56 to A21;
• 51χ, 52χ, 53γ,χ and 54γ,χ to A22;
• 57 and 58 to A24; and
• 59 and 60, respectively, to the aristotelian Lie pairs A23−1 and A23+1, after redefining H and J.
4.1.4. Effective Lie pairs for D = 1. Inspecting Table 12, but concentrating only on the Lie pairs unique to
D = 1 (those below the horizontal line), we see that they are all effective.
4.1.5. Summary. Table 14 summarises the effective Lie pairs. Some classes of Lie pairs exist for allD > 1
and we collect them in the same row. This is possibly the most navigationally useful table in the paper,
in that it shows the correspondence between the spacetimes and their Lie pairs. The table is hyperlinked
for ease of navigation.
Table 14. Effective kinematical Lie pairs
Label D > 3 D = 2 D = 1 Comments
S1 15+1 43 78 Minkowski (M)
S2 18−1 47 75 de Sitter (dS)
S3 19+1 49 75 anti de Sitter (AdS)
S4 15−1 44 72 euclidean (E)
S5 19−1 48 77 sphere (S)
S6 18+1 46 76 hyperbolic (H)
S7 2 29 63 galilean (G)
S8 9 35 68 galilean dS (dSG = dSG−1)
S9γ 6γ 38γ 71 1+γ
1−γ
dSGγ∈(−1,1)
S91 10 31 65 dSG1 = AdSG∞
S10 13 39 73 galilean AdS (AdSG = AdSG0)
S11χ 12χ 50 2
χ
74χ AdSGχ>0
S12γ,χ − 55γ,χ − γ ∈ [−1, 1), χ > 0
S13 14 40 63 carrollian (C)
S14 16−1 42 73 carrollian dS (dSC)
S15 16+1 41 68 carrollian AdS (AdSC)
S16 17 45 79 carrollian light cone (LC)
S17 − − 80
S18 − − 81
S19χ − − 82χ χ > 0
S20χ − − 83χ χ > 0
Table 15 is included for convenience. We have found this list useful at times and thus we think it
might be useful to other readers. Table 15 lists which simply-connected homogeneous kinematical or
aristotelian spacetimes are associated to which kinematical Lie algebras. We do not list aristotelian Lie
algebras since there is a one-to-one correspondence between the Lie algebras and the simply-connected
homogenous aristotelian spacetimes in that case. The table is separated into three: corresponding to the
Lie algebras for D > 3, D = 2 and D = 1. The Lie algebras below the horizontal line in the first part of
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the table exist only for D = 3. Lie algebras 29 and 30, which exist only in D = 2, have no admissible Lie
pairs at all.
Table 15. Kinematical Lie algebras and their homogeneous spacetimes
Lie algebra Spacetimes
1 A21
2 S7 A21
3γ S9γ A22
4 A22
5 S8 A22
6 S91 A22
7χ S11χ
8 S10
9 S13
10+1 S1 S15
10−1 S4 S14
11 S2 S6 S16
12+1 S3
12−1 S5
13ε A23ε
14 A21 A23+1
15 A21
16 A22 A23+1
17 A21
18 A22
Lie algebra Spacetimes
19 A21
20 S7 A21
21 S91 A22
221+i0 A22
22γ+i0 S9γ A22
221+iχ S11 2
χ
A22
22γ+iχ S12γ,χ A22
23 S8 A22
24 S10 A21
25 S13
26+1 S1 S15
26−1 S4 S14
27 S2 S6 S16
28+1 S5
28−1 S3
31 A24
32 A23−1
33 A23ε
Lie algebra Spacetimes
I A21
II S7 S13 A21
IV S91 S17 A22
V S18
VI0 S1 S8 S15 A22
VIχ S9 χ−1
χ+1
S11χ S19χ A22
VII0 S4 S10 S14
VIIχ S20χ
VIII S2 S3 S6 S16
IX S5
4.2. Geometric realisability. Having selected the effective Lie pairs, we must then select those which
are geometrically realisable, so that they correspond to the Lie pair of a homogeneous spacetime. It
will turn out that all effective Lie pairs are geometrically realisable. Recall that (k, h) is geometrically
realisable if there exists a connected Lie groupK, a Lie algebra isomorphism ϕ : Lie(K)→ k and a closed
Lie subgroupH ⊂ Kwhose Lie algebra is isomorphic to h underϕ. There are a number of criteria which
can be brought to bear in order to help decide whether a Lie pair admits a geometric realisation.
4.2.1. Riemannian maximally symmetric spaces. We start by showing that the Lie pairs corresponding to
the riemannian symmetric spaces are geometrically realisable; although this is of course well-known.
Criterion 1. Compact subgroups are closed, so if if h generates a compact subgroup, then (k, h) is geometrically
realisable.
From this criterion we see that the following Lie pairs are geometrically realisable:
• Lie pairs 15−1, 44 and 72, which we can identify with euclidean spaces;
• Lie pairs 18+1, 46, 76, which we can identify with hyperbolic spaces; and
• Lie pairs 19−1, 48, 77, which we can identify with the round spheres.
4.2.2. A sufficient criterion. Another useful criterion (sufficient, but by no means necessary) applies to
linear Lie algebras; that is, Lie algebras isomorphic to Lie algebras of matrices. By Ado’s theorem (see,
e.g., [51, Ch. VI]) every kinematical Lie algebra k, being finite-dimensional, has a faithful linear represent-
ation and hence is a linear Lie algebra. Exponentiating inside the matrix algebra, we obtain a connected
Lie group Kwith k (or, more precisely, its isomorphic image in the matrix algebra) as its Lie algebra.
Criterion 2. If the subalgebra h of a linear Lie algebra k is its own normaliser, so that the only elements X ∈ k with
[X, h] ⊂ h are the elements of h, then the unique connected subgroup H ⊂ K to which it exponentiates is closed
(see, e.g., [52, Pr. 2.7.4]) andK/H is geometric realisation of (k, h).
In particular, if the Lie pair is reductive, so that k = h⊕m as adjoint h-modules, thenwemaydecompose
X ∈ k uniquely as X = Xh + Xm, with Xh ∈ h and Xm ∈ m. Now, rotations (when present) act reducibly, so
[Jab,X] ∈ hmeans that Xm = cH for some c. So we then need to inspect whether [Ba,H] ∈ h.
As we can see by inspection, this second criterion allows us to conclude that all Lie pairs are geomet-
rically realisable with the following possible exceptions requiring a closer look: Lie pairs 14, 16ε and 17
in D > 3, Lie pairs 40, 41, 42 and 45 in D = 2 and Lie pairs 63, 65, 68, 71χ, 73, 74χ, 79 and 82χ=1 in D = 1.
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4.2.3. Two-dimensional spacetimes. To show that D = 1 Lie pairs 63, 65, 68, 71χ, 73, 74χ, 79 and 82χ=1 are
geometrically realisable, we may use yet a third criterion for when a one-dimensional subgroup of a
matrix group is (not) closed.
Criterion 3. A one-parameter subgroup of a matrix group is not closed if and only if the generating matrix in
the Lie algebra is similar to a diagonal matrix with imaginary entries, at least two of which have an irrational ratio
(see, e.g., [52, Pr. 2.7.5]).
All the Bianchi Lie algebras have faithful representations of dimension 2 or 3. So it is simply a matter
of calculating the eigenvalues of B in each of these representations to deduce that all these Lie pairs are
geometrically realisable. Indeed, let us go back to the description of the Bianchi Lie algebras in terms of
the basis (e1,e2,e3) as in Table 11 and let us write the generic element as X = xe1+ye2+ze3. For each of
the cases of interest, wewill write down thematrix ρ(X) representing X and the matrix ρ(B) representing
B. We will see that in no case does ρ(B) have imaginary eigenvalues.
(63) This is Bianchi II,
ρ(X) =

0 −z x0 0 y
0 0 0

 so that ρ(B) = ρ(e2) =

0 0 00 0 1
0 0 0

 . (109)
This matrix is not diagonalisable.
(65) This is Bianchi IV,
ρ(X) =

−z −z x0 −z y
0 0 0

 so that ρ(B) = ρ(e2) =

0 0 00 0 1
0 0 0

 , (110)
which is not diagonalisable.
(68) This is Bianchi VI0, but let us consider the general Bianchi VIχ,
ρ(X) =

(1− χ)z 0 x0 −(1+ χ)z y
0 0 0

 so that ρ(B) = ρ(e1 + e2) =

0 0 10 0 1
0 0 0

 , (111)
which is not diagonalisable.
(71χ) This is again Bianchi VIχ, so that we can reuse the previous calculation. In this case also
ρ(B) = ρ(e1 + e2) =

0 0 10 0 1
0 0 0

 , (112)
which is not diagonalisable.
(74χ) This is again Bianchi VIχ and again B = e1 + e2, with the same matrix non-diagonalisable as
above.
(73) This is Bianchi VII0, but we will treat the general Bianchi VIIχ whose matrix representation is
ρ(X) =

−χz −z xz −χz y
0 0 0

 so that ρ(B) = ρ(e1) =

0 0 10 0 0
0 0 0

 , (113)
which is not diagonalisable.
(821) This is Bianchi VII1 and B = e3, so that the matrix representing it is
ρ(B) = ρ(e1) =

−1 −1 01 −1 0
0 0 0

 . (114)
This matrix is diagonalisable, but the eigenvalues are not imaginary: −1± i.
(79) This is Bianchi VIII (∼= sl(2,R)) which has a faithful two-dimensional representation
ρ(X) =
(
x y
z −x
)
. (115)
Here B = e1 + e3, which has matrix
ρ(B) =
(
1 0
1 −1
)
, (116)
whose eigenvalues are real: ±1.
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In summary, after this discussion we are left with the carrollian Lie pairs: 14, 16ε and 17 inD > 3 and
40, 41, 42 and 45 in D = 2.
4.2.4. The carrollian light cone. It is easy to show that Lie pairs 17 and 45 are geometrically realisable. We
can treat them together and, in fact, the argument works also to give an alternative proof of geometric
realisability for theD = 1 Lie pair 79. These Lie pairs are all of the form (so(D+1, 1), h)where, as we now
show, h is the subalgebra of so(D+ 1, 1) corresponding to the stabiliser of a null vector in the lorentzian
vector space RD+1,1. Indeed let eµ = {ea, e+, e−} be a Witt basis for RD+1,1 where the lorentzian inner
product ηµν := η(eµ, eν) is given by ηab = δab and η+− = 1. Then so(D + 1, 1) has generators Jµν with
Lie brackets:
[Jµν, Jρσ] = ηνρJµσ − ηµρJνσ − ηνσJµρ + ηµσJνρ. (117)
Letting µ = (a,+,−) and decomposing Jµν into {Jab, Ja+, Ja−, J+−}, we obtain the following nonzero
brackets:
[Jab, Jcd] = δbcJad − δacJbd − δbdJac + δadJbc
[Jab, Jc+] = δbcJa+ − δacJb+
[Jab, Jc−] = δbcJa− − δacJb−
[J+−, Ja+] = Ja+
[J+−, Ja−] = −Ja−
[Ja+, Jb−] = −Jab − δabJ+−,
(118)
from where we can identify Ba = Ja+, Pa = −Ja− and H = J+−. The Lie pairs 17, 45 and 79 correspond
to (so(D + 1, 1), h) where h is the span of Jab (if D > 2) and Ba. The key observation is that h is the
subalgebra which annihilates the basis vector e+ under the usual action:
Jµν · eρ = ηνρeµ − ηµρeν. (119)
The connected subgroupH of SO(D+1, 1) generated by h is (the identity component of) the stabiliser of
e+ and hence it is a closed subgroup. SinceH is connected, it is actually a subgroup of SO(D+1, 1)0, the
identity component of SO(D + 1, 1). We conclude that SO(D + 1, 1)0/H is thus a geometric realisation
of (so(D + 1, 1), h). Geometrically, it corresponds to the future light cone L+ ⊂ M, where M is (D + 2)-
dimensional Minkowski spacetime.4 Indeed, as shown in [39] (see also [28]), null hypersurfaces (such as
the future light cone in Minkowski spacetime) are carrollian spacetimes. This idea turns out to be very
fruitful in order to prove the geometric realisability of the remaining symmetric carrollian Lie pairs, as
we will now see.
4.2.5. Symmetric carrollian spacetimes. Finally, we show that the symmetric carrollian Lie pairs 14 and 16ε
in D > 3 and 40, 41 and 42 in D = 2 are geometrically realisable. As mentioned above already, one way
to do this is to construct the geometric realisations explicitly by exhibiting them as null hypersurfaces
in lorentzian manifolds one dimension higher. This was done originally for the carrollian spacetime C
(S13) in [39], who embedded it as a null hypersurface in Minkowski spacetime one dimension higher.
In a similar way we will construct the carrollian (anti) de Sitter spacetimes dSC (S14) and AdSC (S15) as
null hypersurfaces in (anti) de Sitter spacetimes one dimension higher. All we need to show is that the
Lie pairs describing these null hypersurfaces are the symmetric carrollian Lie pairs 14, 16ε, 40, 41 and
42.
Introducing a parameter ε = 0,±1, we define the kinematical Lie algebra kε by the following Lie
brackets in addition to the ones in (8):
[H,P] = εB, [B,P] = H and [P,P] = εJ. (120)
We shall let hε denote the admissible subalgebra spanned by J and B. The Lie pair (kε, hε) is isomorphic
to 14 and 40 when ε = 0, to 16+1 and 41 when ε = +1 and to 16−1 and 42 when ε = −1. We will now
exhibit homogeneous manifolds whose Lie pairs are isomorphic to (kε, hε) for each value of ε.
We start with ε = 0, which is the construction of flat carrollian space C (S13) in [39]. To this end, let M
denote (D+ 2)-dimensional Minkowski spacetime with coordinates xµ for µ = 0, 1, . . . ,D+ 1 (although
4Strictly speaking this description holds for D > 2. For D = 1, the future light cone is not simply-connected and hence the
simply-connected geometric realisation of the Lie pair 79 is the universal cover of the future light cone, which we may think of
as the submanifold of R3 consisting of points (r cosθ, r sinθ,θ) with r > 0, projecting to the light cone in R1,2, by sending
(r cosθ, r sinθ,θ) 7→ (r, r cosθ, r sinθ).
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we will let ♮ stand for D+ 1) and metric
ds2 = ηµνdx
µdxµ = −(dx0)2 +
D∑
a=1
(dxa)2 + (dx♮)2 = 2dx+dx− +
D∑
a=1
(dxa)2, (121)
where x± = 1√
2
(x♮ ± x0). Let C0 ⊂ M denote the null hypersurface defined by x− = 0. We claim that C0
is a geometric realisation of the Lie pair (k0, h0).
The Poincaré Lie algebra is spanned by the following vector fields on M:
Jµν = xµ
∂
∂xν
− xν
∂
∂xµ
and Pµ =
∂
∂xµ
, (122)
where xµ = ηµρxρ. It is a transitive Lie algebra forM, which means that for every p ∈ M, the values Jµν(p)
and Pµ(p) span the tangent space TpM. The subalgebra of the Poincaré algebra consisting of vector fields
which are tangent to C is spanned by
Jab, Pa, Ba := Ja0 + Ja♮ and H := P0 + P♮. (123)
It is easy to see that these satisfy the Lie brackets of k0 (the Carroll algebra) and the subalgebra h0 which
vanishes at the point o ∈ C0 with coordinates xµ = 0 is the span of Jab and Ba. By dimension, Pa
and H span the tangent space ToC0 and indeed the same is true at any other point of C with different
(but isomorphic) stabiliser subalgebra. Hence k0 is a transitive Lie algebra for C0 with stabiliser h0 at o.
Therefore C0 is a geometric realisation of (k0, h0).
Now let us consider ε = −1 and let M now stand for Minkowski spacetime of dimension D + 3, with
coordinates xµ with µ = 0, 1, . . . ,D+ 2 and metric
ds2 = ηµνdx
µdxν = −(dx0)2 +
D+2∑
A=1
(dxA)2. (124)
Let Q− denote the quadric defined by
ηµνx
µxν = R2, (125)
for some (fixed) R > 0. Its universal cover (with the induced metric) is de Sitter spacetime in dimension
D+ 2. The Lorentz Lie algebra, spanned by
Jµν = xµ
∂
∂xν
− xν
∂
∂xµ
(126)
with xµ = ηµρxρ, is a transitive Lie algebra for Q− and isomorphic to so(D + 2, 1). Let N ⊂ M denote
the null hypersurface defined by the equation x0 = xD+2 and let C− = Q− ∩N . This is defined by the
following two equations:
x0 = xD+2 and
D+1∑
i=1
(xi)2 = R2, (127)
which shows that C− is diffeomorphic to R×SD and hence is simply-connected forD > 2. We claim that
C− is a geometric realisation for the Lie pair (k−, h−). We will show this by determining the subalgebra
of the Lorentz Lie algebra consisting of vector fields tangent to C−, which by the same argument as in
the previous case is transitive on C−. We will show that this subalgebra is isomorphic to k− and that the
stabiliser at a suitably chosen point o ∈ C− is isomorphic to h−. The following Lorentz generators are
tangent to C−:
Jij and Vi := Ji0 + Ji,D+2, (128)
for all i = 1, . . . ,D+ 1. This Lie algebra is isomorphic to the euclidean algebra in dimension D+ 1, with
nonzero Lie brackets
[Jij, Jkℓ] = δjkJiℓ − δikJjℓ − δjℓJik + δiℓJjk
[Jij,Vk] = δjkVi − δikVj.
(129)
Let a = 1, . . . ,D and let ♮ = D+ 1. Then these generators break up as
Jab, Pa := Ja♮, Ba := Va and H := V♮, (130)
which obey
[H,Pa] = −Ba, [Ba,Pb] = δabH and [Pa,Pb] = −Jab, (131)
apart from (8). We see that this Lie algebra is isomorphic to k−. Now let o ∈ C− denote the point with
coordinates xa = x0 = xD+2 = 0 and x♮ = R. Then the vector fields which vanish at o are the span of Jab
and Ba, which is isomorphic to h−. Therefore C− is a geometric realisation of (k−, h−).
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Finally, we consider the case ε = +1. Now E˜ is pseudo-euclidean space with signature (D+ 1, 2)with
coordinates xµ for µ = 0, 1, . . . ,D+ 2 and metric
ds2 = ηµνdx
µdxν = −(dx0)2 +
D+1∑
i=1
(dxi)2 − (dxD+2)2 (132)
metric as above. Now we fix R > 0 and let Q+ ⊂ E˜ denote the quadric defined by the equation
ηµνx
µxν = −R2. (133)
Its universal cover (with the induced metric) is anti de Sitter spacetime in dimension D + 2. The Lie
algebra spanned by the vector fields
Jµν = xµ
∂
∂xν
− xν
∂
∂xµ
(134)
with xµ = ηµρxρ, is a transitive Lie algebra for Q+ and isomorphic to so(D + 1, 2). Let N ⊂ E˜ denote
now the null hypersurface with equation xD+1 = xD+2. The intersection Q+ ∩N is described by the
two equations:
xD+1 = xD+2 and (x0)2 = R2 +
D∑
a=1
(xa)2, (135)
which has two connected components determined by the sign of x0, which is never zero. Let C+ denote
the component where x0 > 0. The following vector fields generate the subalgebra of the span of the Jµν
which are tangent to C+:
Jab, Pa := −J0a, Ba := Ja,D+1 + Ja,D+2 and H := J0,D+1 + J0,D+2, (136)
for a = 1, . . . ,D. In addition to (8), they have the following nonzero Lie brackets
[H,Pa] = Ba [Ba,Pb] = δabH and [Pa,Pb] = Jab, (137)
which is isomorphic to k+. The stabiliser subalgebra at the point o ∈ C+ with coordinates xa = xD+1 =
xD+2 = 0 and x0 = R, is the span of Jab and Ba, so isomorphic to h+. As before, dimension says that k+
is transitive at o ∈ C+ with stabiliser h+ and also at other points with isomorphic stabilisers. Therefore
C+ is a geometric realisation of (k+, h+).
It is worth remarking that in all the homogeneous carrollian spacetimes discussed here, the boost
generators can be interpreted as null rotations in the ambient Minkowski or pseudo-euclidean spaces.
5. Limits between homogeneous spacetimes
In the previous two sections we have classified the simply-connected homogeneous spacetimes. This
provides the objects in Figure 3, which also contains arrows between the spacetimes. These arrows are
explained by limits between spacetimes and in this section we will discuss these limits and in this way
explain Figure 3. We will also explain how the picture gets modified inD 6 2 and explain Figures 4 and
5.
In the infinitesimal description of the homogeneous spacetimes in terms of Lie pairs, most (but not
all) limits between homogeneous spacetimes manifest themselves as contractions of the underlying kin-
ematical Lie algebras.
5.1. Contractions. Recall that a (finite-dimensional, real) Lie algebra consists of a vector space V , to-
gether with a linear map ϕ : Λ2V → V satisfying the Jacobi identity. The Jacobi identity defines an
algebraic varietyJ ⊂ Λ2V∗⊗V , every point of which is a Lie algebra structure on V . The general linear
group GL(V) acts on V and hence also on the vector space Λ2V∗ ⊗ V and since the action is tensorial
it preserves the variety J . If ϕ ∈ J defines a Lie algebra g and g ∈ GL(V), then g · ϕ ∈ J and, by
definition, the Lie algebra it defines is isomorphic to g. Indeed, the GL(V) orbit of ϕ consists of all Lie
algebras on V which are isomorphic to g. This orbit may not be closed relative to the induced topology
on J . The closure of the orbit may contain Lie algebras which are not isomorphic to g: they are said to
be “degenerations” of g. A special class of degenerations are the contractions of g, which are limit points
of curves in the GL(V)-orbit of ϕ. More precisely, let t ∈ (0, 1] and let gt be a continuous curve in GL(V)
with g1 the identity. Define ϕt := gt ·ϕ. Explicitly, the Lie bracket [−,−]t associated to ϕt is given by
[X,Y]t = gt · [g
−1
t · X,g
−1
t · Y]. (138)
Then ϕ1 = ϕ and for every t ∈ (0, 1], ϕt defines a Lie algebra on V isomorphic to g. By continuity, if the
limit ϕ0 := limt→0ϕt exists, it defines a Lie algebra, but since the linear transformation g0 := limt→0 gt
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of V (even if it exists) need not be invertible, the Lie algebra defined by ϕ0 need not be isomorphic to g.
It is, however, by definition a contraction of g.
We will now explicitly exhibit contractions between kinematical Lie algebras which induce the limits
between the (D+ 1)-dimensional homogeneous spaces in Figure 3 forD > 3. We will also explain other
non-contraction limits in that figure, as well as in D 6 2.
5.2. D > 3. We will start with the lorentzian and riemannian space forms with nonzero curvature,
whose kinematical Lie algebras are the (semi)simple Lie algebras: so(D + 1, 1) for de Sitter spacetime
(S2) and hyperbolic space (S6), so(D, 2) for anti de Sitter spacetime (S3) and so(D + 2) for the round
sphere (S5).
Let RD+2 have basis eµ = (e0, ea, e♮), with a = 1, . . . ,D and let η denote the inner product with
coefficients ηµν = η(eµ, eν) given by ηab = δab and all other components zero except for η00 and η♮♮.
The generators of so(RD+2,η) are Jµν = {Jab,Ba := J0a,Pa := Ja♮,H := J0♮} subject to the following Lie
brackets
[Jab, Jcd] = δbcJad − δacJbd − δbdJac + δadJbc
[Jab,Bc] = δbcBa − δacBb
[Jab,Pc] = δbcPa − δacPb
[H,Ba] = η00Pa
[H,Pa] = −η♮♮Ba
[Ba,Bb] = −η00Jab
[Pa,Pb] = −η♮♮Jab
[Ba,Pb] = δabH.
(139)
The first three brackets are the standard kinematical Lie brackets, so we will focus attention on the re-
maining brackets and we will change to shorthand notation where the so(D) indices are implicit.
Let us consider a three-parameter (κ, c, τ) family of linear transformations gκ,c,τ defined on generators
by
gκ,c,τ · J = J, gκ,c,τ · B =
τ
c
B, gκ,c,τ · P =
κ
c
P and gκ,c,τ ·H = τκH. (140)
The transformed Lie brackets are such that the common kinematical Lie brackets involving J are un-
changed and the remaining brackets are
[H,B] = τ2η00P
[H,P] = −κ2η♮♮B
[B,B] = −
(
τ
c
)2
η00J
[P,P] = −
(
κ
c
)2
η♮♮J
[B,P] =
(
1
c
)2
H.
(141)
The flat limit corresponds to taking κ→ 0, the non-relativistic limit to c→∞ and the ultra-relativistic
limit to τ→ 0. We may take any two of the three limits or, indeed, all limits at once; although whenever
we combine a non-relativistic limit with an ultra-relativistic limit we arrive at a non-effective Lie pair
reducing to the aristotelian static spacetime (A21), denoted S in Figure 3.
Let us first take the flat limit κ→ 0 of the Lie brackets in (141) to arrive at
[H,B] = τ2η00P
[B,B] = −
(
τ
c
)2
η00J
[B,P] =
(
1
c
)2
H.
(142)
For τ
c
6= 0, this is either the Poincaré Lie algebra for η00 = −1 or the euclidean Lie algebra for η00 = 1.
The corresponding Lie pairs are those ofMinkowski spacetime (S1) and euclidean space (S4). In Figure 3
only η00 = −1 is considered and these limits explain the arrows AdS → M and dS → M, but in Figure 2
this also explains the arrows H → E and S → E. We may now take the non-relativistic limit c → ∞ to
arrive at the galilean algebra (after rescaling H by −1/(η00τ2)),
[H,B] = −P, (143)
or alternatively the ultra-relativistic limit τ→ 0 to arrive at the Carroll algebra (after setting c = 1):
[B,P] = H. (144)
The corresponding Lie pairs are the galilean (S7) and carrollian (S13) spacetimes. This explains the
arrows M → G and M → C in Figure 3 and the arrows E → G and E → C in Figure 2.
Taking now the non-relativistic limit of the Lie brackets in (141), we have
[H,B] = τ2η00P
[H,P] = −κ2η♮♮B.
(145)
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For τκ 6= 0, we obtain the Lie pairs corresponding to the galilean de Sitter spacetime (S8), if η♮♮η00 = −1,
or the galilean anti de Sitter spacetime (S10), if η♮♮η00 = 1, thus explaining the arrows dS → dSG and
AdS → AdSG in Figure 3 and also the arrows H → dSG and S → AdSG in Figure 2. If we then take the flat
limit κ → 0, we obtain the galilean spacetime, thus explaining the arrows dSG → G and AdSG → G. If
instead we take the ultra-relativistic limit we obtain a non-effective Lie pair reducing to the aristotelian
static spacetime (A21).
Finally, let us start by taking the ultra-relativistic limit (τ→ 0) in the brackets (141), to arrive at
[H,P] = −κ2η♮♮B
[P,P] = −
(
κ
c
)2
η♮♮J
[B,P] =
(
1
c
)2
H.
(146)
If κ
c
6= 0, we obtain either the carrollian de Sitter spacetime (S14) if η♮♮ = 1 or the carrollian anti de Sitter
spacetime (S15) if η♮♮ = −1. This explains the arrows dS → dSC and AdS → AdSC in Figure 3 and the
arrows H → AdSC and S → dSC in Figure 2. If we now take the flat limit we arrive at the carrollian
spacetime, which explains the arrows dSC → C and AdSC → C. If instead we take the non-relativistic
limit, we arrive at a non-effective Lie pair reducing to the aristotelian static spacetime (A21).
Of all the arrows to the aristotelian static spacetime, only G → S and C → S are shown explicitly in
Figure 3. Taking any two limits in the brackets (141), the resulting Lie algebra does not depend on the
order in which we take the limits. This means that the arrows in (141) “commute” and thus, for instance,
that the arrow (not shown) dSC → S is to be understood as the composition of the arrows (shown)
dSC → C → S. Similarly, the arrows (not shown) AdSC → S, dSG → S and AdSG → S can be understood
as compositions of arrows which are shown: AdSC → C → S, dSG → G → S and AdSG → G → S,
respectively.
We have so far explained the limits in Figure 3 (or even Figure 2) corresponding to the known sym-
metric spacetimes and it now remains to explain the limits from the new spacetimes in our classification.
5.2.1. AdSGχ → G. Let t ∈ (0, 1] and let gt be defined by
gt · J = J, gt · B = B, gt · P = tP and gt ·H = tH. (147)
The new brackets are now
[H,B] = −P and [H,P] = t2(1+ χ2)B+ 2tχP , (148)
so that taking the limit t→ 0, gives the galilean algebra [H,B] = −P.
5.2.2. dSGγ → G. This is just like the previous case. Under the same gt as before, the new brackets are
now
[H,B] = −P and [H,P] = t2γB+ t(1+ γ)P , (149)
so that taking the limit t→ 0, gives the galilean algebra.
5.2.3. LC → C. Taking gt as in the previous two cases, the brackets become
[H,B] = tB, [H,P] = tP and [B,P] = H+ tJ. (150)
Taking the limit t→ 0we recover the Carroll algebra [B,P] = H.
5.2.4. LC → TS. Let t ∈ (0, 1] and let gt be defined by
gt · J = J, gt · B = B, gtP = tP and gt ·H = H, (151)
so that the brackets become
[H,B] = B, [H,P] = P and [B,P] = tH+ tJ. (152)
Taking the limit t→ 0 gives
[H,B] = B and [H,P] = P. (153)
The resulting Lie pair is not effective because the span of the Ba is an ideal. Quotienting by this ideal
gives the aristotelian Lie algebra defined by [H,P] = P, whose associated spacetime is the torsional static
spacetime A22.
5.2.5. TS → S. Let t ∈ (0, 1] and let gt · H = tH and gt · P = P. The new bracket is [H,P] = tP, which
vanishes in the limit t→ 0.
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5.2.6. A non-contracting limit. Finally, we discuss a limit which does not come from a contraction of Lie
algebras. The Lie algebra of AdSGχ depends on a parameter χ > 0 and this parameter determines the
isomorphism class of the Lie algebra. A natural question is what spacetime corresponds to AdSGχ in the
limit χ → ∞. The answer turns out to be that limχ→∞ AdSGχ = dSG1. To see this we start with the Lie
algebra corresponding to AdSGχ
[H,B] = −P and [H,P] = (1+ χ2)B+ 2χP (154)
and we change basis to
H ′ = χ−1H B ′ = B and P ′ = χ−1P. (155)
This is a vector space isomorphism for any χ > 0, but becomes singular in the limit χ→∞. In this sense
this is reminiscent of a contraction, but it is not a contraction since we are changing the isomorphism
type of the Lie algebra as we change χ. In the new basis,
[H ′,B ′] = −P ′ and [H ′,P ′] = (1+ χ−2)B ′ + 2P ′ (156)
and now taking χ→∞ we arrive at
[H ′,B ′] = −P ′ and [H ′,P ′] = B ′ + 2P ′, (157)
which is the Lie algebra corresponding to dSG1.
5.3. D = 2. In D = 2 there is an additional two-parameter family of spacetimes not present in D > 3:
namely, spacetime S12γ,χ, for γ ∈ [−1, 1) and χ > 0. The Lie brackets are given by (8) and in addition
[H,B] = −P and [H,P] = (1+ γ)P− χP˜+ γB− χB˜, (158)
or in complex form
[H,B] = −P and [H,P] = (1+ z)P+ zB, (159)
where z = γ+ iχ ∈ C lies in the infinite vertical strip in the upper-half plane defined by −1 6 Re z < 1.
Parenthetically, let us mention that for z = −1+ iχ, the complexified Lie pair for spacetime S12−1,χ is
isomorphic to the complexification of the Lie pair for dSG. This can be seen by the following complex
change of basis:
H ′ = 2
2+iχ
(H+ χ
2
J) B ′ = B and P ′ = 2
2+iχ
(P+ iχ
2
B), (160)
so that
[H ′,B ′] = −P ′ and [H ′,P ′] = −B ′. (161)
This provides an example of a finite-dimensional complex Lie algebrahaving a continuumof non-isomorphic
real forms.
The region where z lives has two additional boundaries: z = γ ∈ [−1, 1] and z = 1+ iχwith χ > 0. The
horizontal boundary z = γ ∈ [−1, 1] corresponds to χ = 0 in equation (158):
[H,B] = −P and [H,P] = γB+ (1+ γ)P, (162)
which corresponds to dSGγ.
Let us change basis (for χ > 0) from (H,B,P) to (H ′ := 2
χ
H + J,B ′ := B,P ′ := iB + 2
χ
P) in such a way
that the Lie brackets become
[H ′,B ′] = −P ′ and [H ′,P ′] =
2(1+ γ)
χ
P ′ +
(
1+
4γ2
χ2
+
2(1− γ)i
χ
)
B ′. (163)
When γ = 1, this corresponds to AdSG2/χ. Now let us consider the (singular) limit χ → ∞, so that the
Lie brackets become
[H ′,B ′] = −P ′ and [H ′,P ′] = B ′, (164)
which we recognise as AdSG.
The picture resulting from this discussion is illustrated in Figure 6. This shows that in D = 2, space-
time S12γ,χ interpolates between the one-dimensional continua of torsional galileande Sitter and anti de Sit-
ter spacetimes. Figure 4 shows how to insert this figure into Figure 3.
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Figure 6. Parameter space for some D = 2 spacetimes
5.4. D = 1. Now the spacetimes are two-dimensional. It is then mostly a matter of convention what
we call space and what we call time. This manifests itself in some accidental isomorphisms between
spacetimes. For example, de Sitter and anti de Sitter spacetimes are isomorphic as homogeneous spaces
of SO(2, 1) ∼= SO(1, 2). At first one might be surprised at this statement since after all de Sitter space has
positive scalar curvature, whereas anti de Sitter space has negative scalar curvature and surely they are
geometrically distinguishable. This is perhaps a good place to point out that scalar curvature is not an
invariant of a homogeneous space, but rather of the homogeneous space together with the choice of an
invariant metric. In (A)dS there is a one-parameter family of invariant metrics, labelled by the radius
of curvature, all sharing the same connection and curvature: after all, the Levi–Civita connection and
hence the Riemann curvature are homothety invariant. Even the Ricci tensor is homothety invariant and
it is only the Ricci scalar, which involves tracing with the metric, that distinguishes between the (A)dS
spacetimes with different radii of curvature. In two dimensions, we have the possibility of exchanging
space and time, which results in multiplying the metric by −1, which is formally a homothety, so that
the Riemann and Ricci tensors are unchanged. It is only when we calculate the Ricci scalar that we see
the effect of this homothety: namely, changing the sign.
There are other accidental isomorphisms coming from exchanging space and time, e.g., galilean and
carrollian spacetimes are isomorphic. This is clear from Figure 1 since exchanging space and time rotates
the light cones by 90 degrees. Similarly, carrollian dS and galilean AdS spacetimes are isomorphic, as
are carrollian AdS and galilean dS spacetimes: the result of both changing the sign of the curvature and
rotating the light cone by 90 degrees.
In addition to these identifications, there are additional homogeneous spacetimes which are unique
to two dimensions: namely, S17, S18, S19χ>0 and S20χ>0 andwhich admit none of the low-rank invariant
structures we have been focussing on. We describe two kinds of limits between these exotic spacetimes:
limits which manifest themselves infinitesimally as contractions of the relevant Bianchi Lie algebra as
well as limits which are not of this type. The contractions between the Bianchi Lie algebras have been
determined in [53]. All Lie algebras contract to the abelian Lie algebra (here, Bianchi I), and we will not
mention these contractions explicitly. The resulting spacetimes and their limits are depicted in Figure 5.
5.4.1. S17 → S18 and S17 → S7/S13. The Lie algebra associated to S17 is Bianchi IV, which can contract
to Bianchi II and Bianchi V [53]. Indeed, both contractions arise from limits of spacetime S17: a limit to
galilean/carrollian spacetime and a limit to S18.
The Lie algebra has brackets [H,B] = −P and [B,P] = −H− 2P. This is an extension by B of the abelian
Lie algebra spanned by H and P. The action of B is via a non-diagonalisable endomorphism with one
eigenvector with eigenvalue −1. This means that we can change basis in the span of H and P so that
relative to the new basis H ′,P ′,
[B,H ′] = −H ′ and [B,P ′] = −P ′ +H ′. (165)
If we now introduce a parameter t ∈ (0, 1] and a one-parameter family gt of invertible endomorphisms
defined by
gt ·H
′ = H ′, gt · B = B and gt · P ′ = tP ′, (166)
the brackets become
[B,H ′]t = −H ′ and [B,P ′] = −P ′ + tH ′, (167)
so that the limit t→ 0 recovers the Lie algebra corresponding to spacetime S18.
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If instead we define gt by
gt ·H
′ = tH ′, gt · B = tB and gt · P ′ = P ′, (168)
the brackets become
[B,H ′]t = −tH ′ and [B,P ′] = −tP ′ +H ′, (169)
so that the limit t → 0 recovers the Lie algebra corresponding to spacetime S7/S13 after exchanging H ′
and P ′.
5.4.2. S19χ → S7/S13. The Lie algebra is Bianchi VIχ for χ > 0, which can contract to Bianchi II. The Lie
brackets are [H,B] = (1− χ)H and [B,P] = (1 + χ)P. Change basis to H ′ = H + P and P ′ = P −H, so that
the Lie algebra in this new basis is
[H ′,B] = −P ′ − χH ′ and [B,P ′] = H ′ + χP ′. (170)
Define gt, for t ∈ (0, 1], by
gt · B = tB, gt ·H
′ = H ′ and gt · P ′ = tP ′. (171)
The brackets become
[H ′,B]t = −P ′ − χtH ′ and [B,P ′] = t2H ′ + χtP ′, (172)
so that the limit t→ 0 recovers the Lie algebra corresponding to spacetime S7/S13.
5.4.3. S20χ → S7/S13. The Lie algebra is Bianchi VIIχ for χ > 0, which can contract to Bianchi II. Under
the same one-parameter family of invertible transformations gt as in the previous case:
gt · B = tB, gt ·H = H and gt · P = tP, (173)
the brackets become
[H,B]t = P + χtH and [B,P] = t
2H− χtP. (174)
Taking the limit t→ 0 and changing B to −B, recovers the Lie algebra of spacetime S7/S13.
5.4.4. Additional limits. The continua of spacetimes S19χ and S20χ depend on a parameter χ > 0. If we
take χ→ 0, thenwe obtain eitherMinkowski spacetime or euclidean space: S1 = S19χ=0 andS4 = S20χ=0.
The limits χ→∞ are different. Defining B ′ = χ−1B and letting χ→∞, we obtain the Lie algebra
[B,H] = −H and [B,P] = −P, (175)
which corresponds to spacetime S18. The only limit of spacetime S18 is to the aristotelian static spacetime
A21.
6. Some geometrical properties of homogeneous spacetimes
In this section we start to study some of the geometrical properties of the homogeneous spacetimes
in Tables 1 and 2. We will concentrate on those geometrical properties which are easy to glean from the
infinitesimal description in terms of the Lie pair (k, h) and which help distinguish between the different
homogeneous spacetimes. In a follow-up paper [54] we will study in more detail the local geometry of
these homogeneous spacetimes.
6.1. Basic notions. We start by introducing some notions about Lie pairs which are the algebraic ana-
logues of geometric properties of their associated homogeneous spaces.
6.1.1. Reductive and symmetric Lie pairs. We say that a Lie pair (k, h) is reductive if there is a vector space
decomposition k = h⊕m, where [h, h] ⊂ h and [h,m] ⊂ m. A reductive Lie pair is said to be symmetric if
[m,m] ⊂ h. At the other extreme, if [m,m] ⊂ m, thenm is a Lie algebra and then the homogeneous space is
a principal homogeneous space (i.e., with trivial stabilisers) of a Lie groupMwith Lie algebra m, which
is simply-connected if the homogeneous space is. The intersection between two cases is where [m,m] = 0.
In that caseM is an abelian group and, if simply-connected, then a vector space. The homogeneous space
is then an affine space modelled on M. We will say then that the homogeneous space is affine. (One
should not confuse this with the more general notion of an affine symmetric space from [55, 56].)
In Table 1 we have chosen a basis for k in such a way that, in the reductive examples, h is spanned by
J and B and m is the span of P and H. It is clear by inspection that all of the spacetimes in Table 1 are
reductive with one exception: the carrollian light cone LC. Wewill see below that LC does not admit any
invariant connections forD > 2, providing a separate proof that it is indeed non-reductive. We will also
classify the invariant connections for D = 1.
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6.1.2. The linear isotropy representation. The natural geometric objects in a homogeneous space (e.g., met-
ric, connections, curvature, torsion,...) are those which are invariant under the group action. Invariance
means, in particular, that their value at any point is invariant under the stabiliser subgroup of that point,
which acts on the tangent space at that point via the linear isotropy representation, which we now intro-
duce at the Lie algebraic level.
Even if (k, h) is not reductive, we have a representation of h on k/h, called the linear isotropy repres-
entation and denoted λ : h → gl(k/h) and sending X ∈ h to λX. For every Y ∈ k, let Y denote its image in
k/h. Then X ∈ h acts on Y as
λXY := [X,Y], (176)
which is well defined because h is a Lie subalgebra. In the reductive case, m is isomorphic to k/h as a
representation of h. In the non-reductive case, we may choose a vector space complement m and then
define on it a representation of h by transporting the linear isotropy representation on k/h via the vector
space isomorphism m ∼= k/h. In practice all this means is that when calculating the action of X ∈ h on
Y ∈ m, we can compute the Lie bracket [X,Y] in k and set to zero anything on the right-hand side that lies
in h.
If the Lie pair (k, h) has a geometric realisation, the vector space k/h is an algebraic model for the
tangent space at the origin of any homogeneous spaceM := K/H with K a Lie group with Lie algebra
k and H a Lie subgroup with Lie algebra h. If H is connected—which we can assume with no loss of
generality by passing to the universal cover of the homogeneous space, if necessary—there is then a
bijective correspondence between h-invariant tensors on k/h andK-invariant tensor fields onM.
6.1.3. Invariant structures. For the purposes of this paper, we are particularly interested in invariant
tensors of low rank; that is, h-invariant tensors in k/h, (k/h)∗, S2(k/h) and S2(k/h)∗. A non-degenerate
invariant tensor in S2(k/h)∗ gives rise to a K-invariant metric on M, whereas h-invariant tensors in k/h
and (k/h)∗ give rise to an invariant vector field and one-form on M, respectively. We shall say that a
homogeneous kinematical spacetime M is lorentzian or riemannian if it admits a K-invariant metric
of lorentzian or riemannian signature. This is the case if the associated Lie pair admits an h-invariant
nondegenerate tensor in S2(k/h)∗ of the right signature. In cases where rotations are present in h (i.e.,
D > 2), the only possible invariant in k/h must be proportional to H and any invariants in S2(k/h) must
lie in the subspace spanned by H
2
and P
2
:= δabPaPb.
Let us introduce a basis (πa,η) for (k/h)∗ canonically dual to the basis (Pa,H) for k/h; that is,
πa(Pb) = δ
a
b π
a(H) = 0 η(Pa) = 0 η(H) = 1. (177)
Then similarly, forD > 2, any invariants in (k/h)∗ are proportional to η, whereas in S2(k/h)∗ any invariant
lies in the span of η2 and π2, where π2 = δabπaπb.
If (k, h) is such that the one-form η ∈ (k/h)∗ and the co-metric P
2
∈ S2(k/h) are h-invariant, we say
that M admits an invariant galilean structure. The one-form η is called the absolute clock reflecting
that galilean spacetimes are absolute in time. This means, two points of the homogeneous space that
are at same time stay that way, irrespective of any galilean kinematical transformation. If H ∈ k/h and
π2 ∈ S2(k/h)∗ are h-invariant we say thatM admits an invariant carrollian structure. Analogous to the
galilean case, the fundamental vector fieldH reflects the absolute space character of carrollian spacetimes.
Notice that aristotelian spacetimes in Table 2 admit simultaneously a galilean and carrollian structure,
since H,η,P
2
,π2 are all rotationally invariant. It follows that they also admit many invariant lorentzian
and riemannian structures.
It is easy to determine the existence of these invariants from the data in Table 1. After writing down
down the possible rotationally invariant tensors, we only need to check invariance under B. The action
of B is induced by duality from its action via the linear isotropy representation on g/h:
λBaH = [Ba,H] and λBaPb = [Ba,Pb] (178)
with the brackets being those of k. In practice, we can determine this from the tables, by computing the
brackets in k and simply dropping any B or J from the right-hand side.
The only possible invariants in k/h are proportional to H, which is invariant provided that [B,H] ∈ h.
Dually, the only possible invariants in (k/h)∗ are proportional to η, which is invariant provided that there
is no X ∈ k such that H appears in [B,X].
6.1.4. Parity and time reversal. We define a parity transformation on a kinematical Lie pair (k, h) to be an
automorphism of k which changes the sign of B and P and leaves H and J inert. Similarly, we define a
time reversal transformation to be an automorphism of kwhich changes the sign of B andH, but leaves
P and J inert. For aristotelian Lie pairs (a, r), only P changes sign under a parity transformation and only
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H changes sign under a time reversal transformation. The combination of a parity and time-reversal
transformations is then an automorphism of k (or a) which changes simultaneously the signs of P and H
and leaves other generators inert.
It follows from equivariance under rotations, that forD 6= 1, 3, every kinematical Lie algebra possesses
a parity transformation. It is only inD = 1 andD = 3wherewe canhaveLie bracketswhich violate parity:
in D = 3 because we have a vector product which is only invariant under the orientation preserving
orthogonal transformations, and in D = 1 because there are no rotations. We saw that there are no
effective Lie pairs for D = 3whose kinematical Lie algebra involves the vector product, so that it is only
in D = 1 where we can expect to have effective Lie pairs without parity (or time reversal, since in D = 1
what is time and space is a matter of convention) symmetry.
Any spacetime whose canonical connection (see Section 6.2 below) has torsion cannot be invariant
under PT , hence it cannot be invariant under both P and T . Since, as explained above, parity is guaranteed
for D 6= 1, it is time reversal invariance which fails for torsional geometries.
It is simply a matter of inspecting the brackets in Tables 1 and 2 to determine whether the correspond-
ing spacetimes possess parity and/or time reversal invariance. The results are summarised in Table 16.
6.2. Invariant connections, curvature and torsion. As a final geometric property, we discuss the exist-
ence of invariant affine connections and their curvature and torsion. Let (k, h) be an effective Lie pair
associated to a homogeneous space. By an invariant (affine) connection on (k, h)we shall mean a linear
map Λ : k→ gl(k/h), denoted X 7→ ΛX, satisfying the following two properties:
(1) Λ|h = λ, the linear isotropy representation, and
(2) Λ is h-equivariant.
Notice that Λ is not generally a Lie algebra homomorphism; although its restriction to h is. In fact, as we
will see, the obstruction of Λ being a Lie algebra homomorphism is the curvature of the connection.
The equivariance condition for Λ says that for all X,Y ∈ k and Z ∈ h,
0 = λZΛXY − ΛXλZY −Λ[Z,X]Y, (179)
which is the h-invariance of Λ as an element in the space of linear maps Hom(k, gl(k/h)). Notice that if
either X or Y are in h, then this is automatically satisfied: it is clear if Y ∈ h, since then Y = 0, but then
also if X ∈ h, ΛX = λX and the invariance condition reads
0 = λZλXY − λXλZY − λ[Z,X]Y, (180)
which holds because λ is a representation. So the only nontrivial condition comes from X,Y 6∈ h.
Now choose m such that k = h⊕ m as vector spaces. In the reductive case, we can choose m such that
[h,m] ⊂ m and hence m is an h-module. But even in the non-reductive case, m ∼= k/h as a vector space
and there is a unique way to give m the structure of an h-module so that this is also an isomorphism of
h-modules. Let us assume we have done that.
Now letΛ be an invariant affine connection. Since the restriction of Λ to h is fixed, Λ is determined by
its component mapping m → gl(k/h) and, as argued above, it is only this component that is involved in
the invariance condition. In the reductive case, this component is an h-equivariant linear mapm→ gl(m)
or, equivalently, an h-equivariant bilinear map m × m → m, called the Nomizu map. In a reductive
homogeneous space, wemayalways take theNomizumap to be zero and in thiswayarrive at a canonical
invariant connection (termed “of the second kind” in [55]). All invariant connections are then classified
by their Nomizu maps.
In the non-reductive case, it can very well be the case that there are no invariant connections. Turn-
ing this around, if a given homogeneous space does not admit any invariant connections, it cannot be
reductive.
Given an invariant affine connection, its torsion is given for all X,Y ∈ k,
Θ(X,Y) = ΛXY −ΛYX− [X,Y] . (181)
One checks that this only depends on the images X,Y of X,Y in k/h, so it defines an h-equivariant
skewsymmetric bilinear map Θ : k/h× k/h→ k/h.
The curvatureΩ is given, for all X,Y ∈ k and Z ∈ k/h, by
Ω(X,Y)Z = [ΛX,ΛY ]Z−Λ[X,Y]Z, (182)
from where we see that it measures the failure of Λ : k → gl(k/h) to be a Lie algebra homomorphism.
The h-equivariance of Λ guarantees that this expression only depends on X,Y and hence it defines an
h-equivariant skewsymmetric bilinear mapΩ : k/h× k/h→ gl(k/h). When the curvature vanishes we say
that the canonical connection is flat.
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In the reductive case, the torsion and curvature of an invariant affine connection are given in terms
of its Nomizu map α : m×m→ m by the following expressions for all X,Y,Z ∈ m,
Θ(X,Y) = α(X,Y) − α(Y,X) − [X,Y]m,
Ω(X,Y)Z = α(X,α(Y,Z)) − α(Y,α(X,Z)) − α([X,Y]m,Z) − [[X,Y]h,Z],
(183)
where [X,Y] = [X,Y]h + [X,Y]m is the decomposition of [X,Y] ∈ k = h⊕ m. These expressions simplify for
the canonical connection with zero Nomizu map:
Θ(X,Y) = −[X,Y]m and Ω(X,Y)Z = −[[X,Y]h,Z]. (184)
If the space is symmetric, so that [X,Y] ∈ h for X,Y ∈ m, then we see that the canonical connection is
torsion-free. If, on the contrary, the canonical connection is flat, then [X,Y] ∈ m for all X,Y ∈ m and
hence m is a Lie subalgebra of k. In this case we can identify the homogeneous space (assumed simply-
connected) with the groupmanifold of the simply-connected Lie group with Lie algebram. If the canon-
ical connection is both torsion-free and flat, then the Lie algebram is abelian and hence the homogeneous
space (if simply-connected) is the group manifold of a simply-connected abelian Lie group. A simply-
connected abelian Lie group is a vector space and hence the homogeneous space in that case is an affine
space.
The holonomy of the canonical connection on a reductive homogeneous spaceM = K/H can be cal-
culated in general. Indeed, by a result of Nomizu’s [55, §12], the Lie algebra of the holonomy group is
isomorphic to the ideal [m,m]h of h acting on m via (the restriction of) the linear isotropy representation.
As a corollary, the covariant derivative of a K-invariant tensor field T , say, on M with respect to the ca-
nonical connection vanishes: ∇T = 0. IfM is simply-connected, then parallel-transporting T along any
closed loop leaves it invariant. In particular, the curvature and torsion tensor fields (of any invariant
connection, but in particular of the canonical connection), being themselves invariant, are parallel, and
so are the tensor fields corresponding to any invariant lorentzian, riemannian, galilean, carrollian or aris-
totelian structure thatMmight possess. In particular the connection is compatible with the (co-)metrics.
It is thus clear that the galilean (G) and carrollian (C) spacetimes reproduce the standard flat Newton–
Cartan and Carroll structures, respectively (cf. [39]).
All spacetimes, except for LC are reductive. It is then easy to inspect Tables 1 and 2 and determine
the torsion and curvature of the canonical invariant connection with zero Nomizu map. The results are
summarised in Section 6.3 and in Table 16. The existence of invariant connections for the non-reductive
spacetime LC has to be studied separately and we do so below. We will see that forD > 2 the spacetime
admits no invariant connections, whereas for D = 1 it admits a three-parameter family of invariant con-
nections and a unique torsion-free, flat connection. The follow-up paper [54] presents the classification
of invariant connections and the calculation of their torsion and curvature for the reductive kinematical
and aristotelian spacetimes.
6.2.1. Invariant connections for spacetime LC. We will show that this homogeneous spacetime does not
admit any invariant connections for D > 2. Since [H,Ba] = Ba, [H,Pa] = −Pa and [Ba,Pb] = δabH + Jab,
we have that λBaH = 0 and λBaPb = δabH.
(D > 3). The most general rotationally equivariant map Λ is given by
ΛHH = αH ΛHPa = βPa ΛPaH = γPa and ΛPaPb = µδabH + νǫabcPc, (185)
with the tacit understanding that the termproportional to ν is only present ifD = 3. Invariance demands,
in particular, that
0 = λBaΛPbPc −Λ[Ba,Pb]Pc −ΛPbλBaPc, (186)
which becomes
0 = νǫabcH− δabΛHPc −ΛJabPc − δacΛPbH
= νǫabcH− βδabPc − (δbcPa − δacPb) − γδacPb
= νǫabcH− βδabPc − δbcPa + (1− γ)δacPb.
(187)
Taking any b = c 6= a, we arrive at a contradiction. Therefore there are no invariant connections for
D > 3.
(D = 2). Now the most general rotationally equivariant Λ is given by
ΛHH = αH
ΛHPa = βPa + β
′ǫabPb
ΛPaH = γPa + γ
′ǫabPb
ΛPaPb = µδabH + µ
′ǫabH.
(188)
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But as before, equivariance requires, in particular, that
0 = λBaΛPbPc −Λ[Ba,Pb]Pc −ΛPbλBaPc, (189)
which again for any b = c 6= a results in a contradiction. Therefore there are no invariant connections
for D = 2 either.
(D = 1). Now there are no rotations, and Λ is a general linear map:
ΛHH = αH+ α
′P
ΛHP = βH + β
′P
ΛPH = γH+ γ
′P
ΛPP = δH+ δ
′P.
(190)
Invariance under B says that for all X,Y ∈ {H,P},
λBΛXY −Λ[B,X]Y −ΛXλBY = 0. (191)
Taking (X,Y) = (H,H), (H,P), (P,H), (P,P) in turn we arrive at the following conditions:
α ′ = 0 β ′ = α− 1 γ ′ = α δ ′ = β+ γ and β ′ + γ ′ = 0. (192)
This results in the following three-parameter family of invariant connections
ΛHH =
1
2
H
ΛHP = βH−
1
2
P
ΛPH = γH+
1
2
P
ΛPP = δH+ (β+ γ)P.
(193)
Calculating the torsion and curvature, we find
Θ(H,P) = (β− γ)H Ω(H,P)H = (γ+ 1
2
β)H and Ω(H,P)P = (2δ+ β2)H+ ( 1
2
β+ γ)P. (194)
We see that there is a unique flat and torsion-free connection, given by
ΛHH =
1
2
H
ΛHP = −
1
2
P
ΛPH =
1
2
P
ΛPP = 0.
(195)
6.3. Summary of properties of homogeneous spacetimes. We now summarise the properties of the
simply-connected homogeneous spacetimes in Tables 1 and 2.
There is precisely one non-reductive spacetime: LC (S16), which we identified with the future light
cone in Minkowski spacetime one dimension higher. It is carrollian, but for D > 1 does not admit any
invariant connections. We determined above the invariant connections when D = 1.
The remaining spacetimes in Tables 1 and 2 are reductive and we proceed to list them according to
the type of reductive structure they possess.
6.3.1. Flat symmetric spacetimes. These are symmetric spacetimes where the canonical connection is flat
(Ω = 0). This means that the homogeneous space is a principal homogeneous space for the translations.
If simply-connected, then it is an affine space modelled on the vector space of translations.
(S1) Minkowski spacetime
(S4) euclidean space
(S7) galilean spacetime
(S13) carrollian spacetime
(A21) static aristotelian spacetime
and the exotic two-dimensional spacetimes: (S17), (S18), (S19)χ>0 and (S20)χ>0.
6.3.2. Non-flat symmetric spacetimes.
(S2) de Sitter spacetime, with curvature
Ω(H,Pa) = λBa and Ω(Pa,Pb) = λJab . (196)
The notation is such that we interpret Ω as a two-form with values in endomorphisms of the
tangent space, which for a homogeneous space localises to a linear map Ω : Λ2m → gl(m) and
we write it in terms of the image in gl(m) of the linear isotropy representation λ : h→ gl(m). For
example,
Ω(H,Pa)H = λBaH = [Ba,H] = Pa and Ω(H,Pa)Pb = λBaPb = δabH, (197)
et cetera. Notice that the curvature 2-formof the canonical connection of de Sitter spacetime does
not see the radius of curvature. This is because the canonical connection (andhence its curvature)
is an invariant of the reductive homogeneous space, whereas the radius of curvature is an addi-
tional structure: namely, an invariant lorentzian metric. The same happens with anti de Sitter
spacetime, the round sphere and hyperbolic space.
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(S3) anti de Sitter spacetime, with curvature
Ω(H,Pa) = −λBa and Ω(Pa,Pb) = −λJab , (198)
which is formally like for de Sitter spacetime except for an overall sign.
(S5) round sphere, with curvature formally identical to that in equation (196), except that of course,
the linear isotropy representation λBa differs.
(S6) hyperbolic space, with curvature formally identical to that in equation (198), except that again
the linear isotropy representation λBa differs.
(S8) galilean de Sitter spacetime, with curvature
Ω(H,Pa) = λBa . (199)
(S10) galilean anti de Sitter spacetime, with curvature
Ω(H,Pa) = −λBa , (200)
which is again a sign off the one for galilean de Sitter spacetime.
(S14) carrollian de Sitter spacetime, whose curvature is formally identical to that in equation (196),
with the different action of λBa .
(S15) carrollian anti de Sitter spacetime, whose curvature is formally identical to that in equation (198),
with the different action of λBa .
(A23) aristotelian: R× SD for ε = −1 and R×HD for ε = 1, with curvature given by
Ω(Pa,Pb) = −ελJab . (201)
6.3.3. Reductive torsional spacetimes. The canonical connection of these reductive spacetimes has torsion
and hence they are not symmetric spaces. If the connection is flat, then the spacetime is actually a
principally homogeneous space for a Lie group whose Lie algebra is isomorphic to m, which is a Lie
algebra in the flat case.
(S9) This is dSGγ for γ ∈ (−1, 1]. The torsion and curvature of the canonical connection are given by
Θ(H,Pa) = −(1+ γ)Pa and Ω(H,Pa) = −γλBa . (202)
We see that it is torsion-free if and only if γ = −1, which corresponds to the symmetric space (S8).
It is flat if and only if γ = 0. It is then a principally homogeneous space for the simply-connected
solvable Lie group with Lie algebra [H,Pa] = Pa.
(S11) This is AdSGχ for χ > 0. The torsion and curvature of the canonical connection are given by
Θ(H,Pa) = −2χPa and Ω(H,Pa) = −(1+ χ
2)λBa , (203)
so that it is never flat, but it is torsion-free if and only if χ = 0, corresponding to the symmetric
space (S10).
(S12) This is a two-parameter family of three-dimensional galilean spacetimes S12γ,χ with γ ∈ [−1, 1)
and χ > 0. The torsion and curvature are given by
Θ(H,Pa) = −(1+ γ)Pa + χǫabPb and Ω(H,Pa) = −γλBa + χǫabλBb , (204)
which is torsion-free if and only if γ = −1 and χ = 0, which corresponds to galilean de Sitter
spacetime (S8). The connection is flat if and only if γ = χ = 0, which corresponds to S9γ=0.
(A22) This is an aristotelian non-symmetric space with torsion
Θ(H,Pa) = −Pa (205)
and zero curvature. It is a principally homogeneous space for the simply-connected solvable Lie
group with Lie algebra [H,Pa] = Pa.
(A24) This is a three-dimensional aristotelian spacetime with torsion
Θ(Pa,Pb) = −ǫabH (206)
and zero curvature. It is a principally homogeneous space for the simply-connected Heisenberg
Lie group with Lie algebra [Pa,Pb] = ǫabH.
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6.3.4. Summary. In Table 16 we summarise the basic properties of the homogeneous kinematical space-
times in Table 1 and aristotelian spacetimes in Table 2. The first column is simply our label in this pa-
per, the second column specifies the value of D, where the dimension of the spacetime is D + 1. For
the columns labeled “R”, “S” and “A” we indicate with a X when a spacetime is reductive, symmetric
and/or affine, respectively. The columns labelled “L”, “E”, “G” and “C” indicate the kind of invariant
structures the spacetime possesses: lorentzian, riemannian (“euclidean”), galilean and carrollian, re-
spectively. Again a X indicates that the spacetime possesses that structure. The columns “P”, “T” and
“PT” indicate whether the spacetime is invariant under parity, time reversal or their combination, re-
spectively, with X signalling when they are. The columns “Ω” and “Θ” tell us, respectively, about the
curvature and torsion of the canonical invariant connection for the reductive spacetimes (that is, all but
S16). A 6= 0 indicates the presence of curvature and/or torsion. Otherwise the connection is flat and/or
torsion-free, respectively. The final column contains any relevant comments, including, when known,
the name of the spacetime.
The table is divided into six sections. The first four correspond to lorentzian, euclidean, galilean and
carrollian spacetimes. The fifth section contains two-dimensional spacetimeswith no invariant structure
of these kinds. The sixth and last section contains the aristotelian spacetimes.
Table 16. Properties of simply-connected homogeneous spacetimes
Label D R S A L E G C P T PT Ω Θ Comments
S1 > 1 X X X X X X X Minkowski
S2 > 1 X X X X X X 6= 0 de Sitter
S3 > 1 X X X X X X 6= 0 anti de Sitter
S4 > 1 X X X X X X X euclidean
S5 > 1 X X X X X X 6= 0 sphere
S6 > 1 X X X X X X 6= 0 hyperbolic
S7 > 1 X X X X X X X galilean
S8 > 1 X X X X X X 6= 0 galilean dS = dSG−1
S9γ6=0 > 1 X X X 6= 0 6= 0 dSGγ, 0 6= γ ∈ (−1, 1]
S90 > 1 X X X 6= 0 dSG0
S10 > 1 X X X X X X 6= 0 galilean AdS = AdSG0
S11χ > 1 X X X 6= 0 6= 0 AdSGχ, χ > 0
S12γ,χ 2 X X X 6= 0 6= 0 γ ∈ [−1, 1), χ > 0
S13 > 1 X X X X X X X carrollian
S14 > 1 X X X X X X 6= 0 carrollian dS
S15 > 1 X X X X X X 6= 0 carrollian AdS
S16 > 1 X X carrollian light cone
S17 1 X X X X
S18 1 X X X X
S19χ 1 X X X X χ > 0
S20χ 1 X X X X χ > 0
A21 > 0 X X X X X X X X X X static
A22 > 1 X X X X X X 6= 0 torsional static
A23ε > 2 X X X X X X X X X 6= 0 ε = ±1
A24 2 X X X X X X 6= 0
This table describes if a spacetime of dimension D + 1 is reductive (R), symmetric (S)
or affine (A). A spacetime might exhibit a lorentzian (L), riemannian (E), galilean (G)
or carrollian (C) structure, and be invariant under parity (P), time reversal (T) or their
combination (PT). Furthermore the canonical connection might be have curvature (Ω)
and/or torsion (Θ). For the precise definitions of these properties see Sections 6.1 and
6.2.
In particular, we see how all the spacetimes in Figure 2 are indeed symmetric: with S1 (M), S2 (dS)
and S3 (AdS) lorentzian; S4 (E), S5 (S) and S6 (H) riemannian; S7 (G), S8 (dSG) and S10 (AdSG) galilean;
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and S13 (C), S14 (dSC) and S15 (AdSC) carrollian. It is clear from a dimension count that there can
be no other lorentzian or riemannian kinematical spacetimes than the ones in Figure 2. The dimen-
sion of the kinematical group associated to a (D + 1)-dimensional homogeneous spacetime is given by
(D+ 1)(D+ 2)/2, which is also the maximal dimension of the isometry group of a (D+ 1)-dimensional
pseudo-riemannianmanifold, so the homogeneous lorentzian and riemannian homogeneous spaces are
necessarily maximally symmetric. The perhaps remarkable fact is that for D > 2, every homogeneous
(kinematical) spacetimewhich is not lorentzian or riemannian is either galilean, carrollian or aristotelian.
The new spacetimes in Figures 3 and 4, not already present in Figure 2, are therefore necessarily galilean,
carrollian or aristotelian. We see that the class of galilean spacetimes is particularly rich: admitting
two one-dimensional continua of such spacetimes: one, denoted AdSGχ (S11χ), which extends the ga-
lilean anti de Sitter spacetime AdSG (S10) and a second, denoted dSGγ (S9γ), which extends the galilean
de Sitter spacetime dSG (S8). The carrollian spacetimes are all realisable as null hypersurfaces in either
Minkowski or (anti) de Sitter spacetimes one dimension higher. In particular, the carrollian spacetime
LC (S16) can be realised as the future light cone in Minkowski space one dimension higher. There are
also several aristotelian spacetimes. The situation in D = 2 is even richer, with a two-dimensional con-
tinuum interpolating between the one-dimensional continua present in allD > 1. Finally, inD = 1 there
are exotic (i.e., without any discernible invariant structures) homogeneous spacetimes, including two
one-dimensional continua.
7. Conclusions
In this paperwehave classified isomorphism classes of simply-connected homogeneous spacetimes of
kinematical and aristotelian Lie groups with D-dimensional space isotropy for all D > 0. We have done
this by classifying the corresponding infinitesimal algebraic objects, namely (geometrically realisable,
effective) Lie pairs. A number of observations follow from the classification.
It follows from our classification (see, e.g., Table 15) that inequivalent spacetimes may have the same
transitive kinematical Lie algebra, which might have interesting consequences (e.g., as in AdS/CFT).
Conversely, non-isomorphic kinematical Lie algebras may have isomorphic spacetimes. For example,
the para-galilean and static kinematical Lie algebras lead to the same homogeneous spacetime: the static
aristotelian spacetime (A21).
The classification yields novel (at least to us) spacetimes: particularly, the family of torsional galilean
(anti) de Sitter spacetimes (S9γ and S11χ) and the torsional static aristotelian spacetime (A22), as well
as the new families of two- and three-dimensional spacetimes: S12γ,χ, S19χ and S20χ. These novel
spacetimes can be distinguished from the known ones (see Figure 2) in one of several (equivalent) ways:
• they are not symmetric homogeneous spaces;
• they are not invariant under both parity and time-reversal (at least for D > 2); and
• they do not arise as limits of the maximally symmetric riemannian and lorentzian spaces.
In particular, this last characterisation allows us to see their existence as a purely non-relativistic pre-
diction. Conversely, one can ask whether there is a relativistic set-up that leads to these spacetimes via
limits. None of these characterisations is compelling reason to ignore the novel spacetimes.
Weobserved that not all aristotelian spacetimes arise fromkinematical Lie algebras and thismotivated
us to present the separate classification of aristotelian Lie algebras in Appendix A.
We also explored some of the geometrical properties of the spacetimes, particularly those which can
be easily read from the infinitesimal description: namely the existence of invariant (pseudo-)riemannian,
galilean, carrollian and aristotelian structures. In the reductive cases, which are the vast majority, we
have paid particular attention to the torsion and curvature of the canonical connection, as this provides
an identifiable invariant for the spacetime in question.
Themain results are contained in Tables 1, 2 and 16 and their interrelations are conveniently summar-
ised in Figures 3, 4 and 5. In this paper we have restricted ourselves to the classification of the simply-
connected homogeneous spacetimes, without paying very close attention to each of the geometries. This
will be remedied in a follow-up paper [54], where we will revisit the classification and investigate the
local geometry of the spacetimes.
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Appendix A. Classification of aristotelian Lie algebras
In this appendix we present the classification of aristotelian Lie algebras. In complete analogy with
the definition of a kinematical Lie algebra, we have the following.
Definition 4. A real Lie algebra a is said to be aristotelian (with D-dimensional space isotropy) if it
satisfies two properties:
(1) a contains a Lie subalgebra r ∼= so(D), and
(2) a decomposes as a = r⊕ V ⊕ S under r,
where now we only have one copy of the vector representation of so(D).
We can choose a basis (Jab,Pa,H) for a, relative to which the Lie brackets include the following:
[Jab, Jcd] = δbcJad − δacJbd − δbdJac + δadJbc
[Jab,Pc] = δbcPa − δacPb
[Jab,H] = 0,
(207)
and any other Lie brackets are subject only to the Jacobi identity, which implies, in particular, equivari-
ance under r. Every aristotelian Lie algebra a gives rise to a unique aristotelian homogeneous spacetime
with effective Lie pair (a, r). Therefore classifying aristotelian Lie algebras up to isomorphism also clas-
sifies the aristotelian spacetimes. Aristotelian Lie algebras all share the Lie brackets (207) and are thus
distinguished by the [H,Pa] and [Pa,Pb] brackets, which are only constrained by the Jacobi identity.
Many aristotelian Lie algebras arise as quotients of kinematical Lie algebras by a vectorial ideal. In-
deed, we have seen in Section 4 that kinematical Lie algebras giving rise to non-effective Lie pairs always
reduce to an aristotelian Lie algebra after quotienting by the ideal generated by the boosts. However, as
we shall see below, not all aristotelian Lie algebras arise in this way.
We now proceed to classify aristotelian Lie algebras, starting with those in D > 3 and making our
way down in dimension.
Let D > 3. Equivariance under r ∼= so(D) forces
[H,Pa] = αPa and [Pa,Pb] = βJab, (208)
for some α,β ∈ R. The Jacobi identity says that αβ = 0, giving rise to four isomorphism classes of
aristotelian Lie algebras:
(A1) the static aristotelian Lie algebra (α = β = 0);
(A2) [H,Pa] = Pa and [Pa,Pb] = 0 (α 6= 0, β = 0); and
(A3) [H,Pa] = 0 and [Pa,Pb] = εJab, with ε = ±1 (α = 0, β 6= 0).
In D = 3 equivariance under r ∼= so(3) allows a further term
[H,Pa] = αPa and [Pa,Pb] = βJab + γǫabcPc, (209)
for some α,β,γ ∈ R. The Jacobi identity now says that αβ = αγ = 0. But inD = 3we can change basis to
Pa 7→ P
′
a = Pa + λǫabcJbc for some λ ∈ R, apart from an overall scale. Choosing λ =
1
4
γ, we can assume
that γ = 0 without loss of generality. In terms of the new basis, we are back to the case D > 3 with the
same results:
(A1) the static aristotelian Lie algebra (α = 0, β = 1
4
γ2);
(A2) [H,Pa] = Pa and [Pa,Pb] = 0 (α 6= 0, β = γ = 0); and
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(A3) [H,Pa] = 0 and [Pa,Pb] = εJab, with ε = ±1 (α = 0, β 6=
1
4
γ2).
It is only forD = 3 that the aristotelian Lie algebra A3 arises by reduction from a kinematical Lie algebra.
Indeed, since Jab can be written as a Lie bracket of translations and since boosts transform nontrivi-
ally under rotations, boosts cannot commute with translations in the kinematical Lie algebra. Since the
boosts define an ideal, there would have to be a nonzero bracket [B,P] = B, whose existence requires a
nontrivial vector product invariant under rotations, and this only exists in D = 3.
Let D = 2. Now r ∼= so(2) is abelian, so equivariance under r implies
[H,Pa] = αPa + δǫabPb and [Pa,Pb] = ǫab(βJ+ γH), (210)
where we have defined J via Jab = −ǫabJ. But now we can change basis to H 7→ H ′ = H − λJ for some
λ ∈ R, apart from an overall scale. Choosing λ = δ, we can assume with no loss of generality that δ = 0.
In general, the Jacobi identity says that αβ = αγ = 0. There is now an additional aristotelian Lie algebra:
(A1) the static aristotelian Lie algebra (α = β = γ = 0);
(A2) [H,Pa] = Pa and [Pa,Pb] = 0 (α 6= 0, β = γ = 0);
(A3) [H,Pa] = 0 and [Pa,Pb] = εJab, with ε = ±1 (α = 0, β 6= γδ); and
(A4) [Pa,Pb] = ǫabH (α = 0, β = γδ, γ 6= 0).
Here, because of the possibility of redefining H and J, the aristotelian Lie algebra A3 can arise by reduc-
tion of a kinematical Lie algebra.
Let D = 1. Here there are no rotations, so any two-dimensional Lie algebra is aristotelian. Up to
isomorphism there are precisely two such Lie algebras:
(A1) the static aristotelian Lie algebra; and
(A2) [H,P] = P.
Finally, in D = 0, there is only the one-dimensional Lie algebra spanned by H, which is the D = 0
avatar of the static aristotelian Lie algebra A1.
In summary, the isomorphism classes of aristotelian Lie algebras with D-dimensional space isotropy
are recorded in Table 17.
Table 17. Aristotelian Lie algebras
A# D Nonzero Lie brackets in addition to [J, J] = J, [J,P] = P Comments
1 > 0 static
2 > 1 [H,Pa] = Pa
3ε > 2 [Pa,Pb] = εJab ε = ±1
4 2 [Pa,Pb] = ǫabH
Appendix B. Infinitesimal description of homogeneous spaces
For psychological reasons, in this appendix gwill denote a finite-dimensional real Lie algebra and not
the galilean Lie algebra as in the bulk of the paper.
In this appendix we will prove that the classification of simply-connected homogeneous spaces (up
to isomorphism) is equivalent to the classification of isomorphism classes of geometrically realisable, ef-
fective Lie pairs. This statement is the analogue in the homogeneous space setting of thewell-known fact
that associated to every finite-dimensional real Lie algebra g there exists a unique (up to isomorphism)
simply-connected Lie group whose Lie algebra is isomorphic to g. Indeed, a Lie group is a princip-
ally homogeneous space over itself, so that the group/algebra statement is a special case of the general
statement about homogeneous spaces. The crucial difference is that given a Lie pair the correspond-
ing simply-connected homogeneous space need not exist nor be unique, unless we impose additional
conditions on the Lie pair: effective (for uniqueness) and geometrically realisable (for existence). It is
surprisingly difficult to find this more general statement in the literature, but it is certainly standard and
one can piece it together from results in [57].
B.1. Transitive actions of Lie groups. Let M be a connected smooth manifold. By an action of a Lie
group G onM, we mean a smooth map α : G ×M→M satisfying axioms which are easier to state after
we introduce the following notation. If g ∈ G and m ∈ M, we will write α(g,m) as g ·m. Then α is an
action if, for e ∈ G the identity element, e ·m = m for all m ∈ M, and if g1 · (g2 ·m) = (g1g2) ·m for all
g1,g2 ∈ G andm ∈M.
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Let G act onM and let g be the Lie algebra of G. The action induces a Lie algebra (anti)homomorphism
ξ : g → X (M) from g to the Lie algebra of vector fields on M sending every X ∈ g to the fundamental
vector field ξX onM. Ifm ∈M, then ξX(m) is the velocity of the curve exp(tX) ·m at t = 0.
Let G act on M and let N = {g ∈ G | g ·m =m, ∀m ∈M} denote the kernel of the action. The action
of G onM is said to be effective if N = {e} and it is said to be locally effective if N is a discrete group.
This is equivalent to the map ξ : g → X (M) being injective. In any case, N is a normal subgroup of
G and the G action onM induces an effective action of G/N . Nevertheless, although assuming that the
action is effective seems to represent no loss of generality, we will allow for locally effective actions.
Let G act on M. If given any two points m1,m2 ∈ M, there is some g ∈ G such that m2 = g ·m1, we
say that the action is transitive. If the action is both transitive and locally effective, thenM is said to be
a homogeneous space of G. We will assume that G is connected. This represents no loss of generality
because if G acts transitively on a connectedmanifoldM, so does the connected component of the identity
of G.
Definition 5. Let M andM ′ be homogeneous spaces of G and G ′, respectively. We say that M and M ′
are isomorphic if there is a diffeomorphism f : M→M ′ and a Lie group isomorphism Φ : G→ G ′ such
that f(g ·m) = Φ(g) · f(m) for allm ∈M and g ∈ G.
LetG be a connected Lie group acting transitively onM and letm ∈M. The setGm = {g ∈ G | g ·m =m}
is a closed Lie subgroup of G called the stabiliser of m. It need not be a connected subgroup. Pick an
“origin” o ∈ M and let H = Go. Then M is diffeomorphic to the space G/H of right H-cosets. The
diffeomorphism ι : M → G/H is such that ι(o) = eH and if m = g · o then ι(m) = gH, which is well-
defined because H is the stabiliser of o. It follows that ι is G-equivariant: ι(g ·m) = gι(m) for all g ∈ G
and m ∈ M. In the language of the previous definition, the homogeneous spaces M and G/H of G are
isomorphic. We say that G/H is a coset model forM.
If we change the origin, we get a different (but isomorphic) coset model. Indeed, let o ′ ∈ M have
stabiliser H ′. Then if o ′ = g · o, H ′ = gHg−1 and in the language of the above definition, Φ : G → G is
the inner automorphism corresponding to conjugation by g and f : G/H → G/H ′ is such that f(kH) =
gkg−1H ′.
B.2. Lie pairs. Every coset space G/H has a corresponding Lie pair (g, h), where g is the Lie algebra of
G and h is the Lie algebra ofH, and so there is a way to assign a Lie pair to a homogeneous spaceM of G
and a choice of origin. A different choice of origin results in a different Lie pair, but how are they related?
Let o,o ′ ∈ M be two choices of origin with stabilisers H and H ′ = gHg−1, where g · o = o ′. Then the
resulting Lie pairs are (g, h) and (g, h ′), where h ′ is the Lie algebra of H ′. Let Adg : g → g be the inner
automorphism of g induced by conjugation by g in G. Then h ′ = Adg h, so the Lie pairs are related by an
inner automorphism. This motivates the following definition.
Definition 6. Two Lie pairs (g1, h1) and (g2, h2) are said to be isomorphic if there is a Lie algebra iso-
morphism ϕ : g1 → g2 with ϕ(h1) = h2.
This notion of isomorphism is stronger than what is needed in order to classify homogeneous spaces,
but it is easier to implement algebraically. In this Appendix we will show that it corresponds to classi-
fying homogeneous spaces up to coverings. Equivalently, we will see that to each isomorphism class of
(certain) Lie pairs there corresponds a unique simply connected homogeneous space (up to isomorph-
ism).
Lemma 1. LetM andM ′ be homogeneous spaces of G and G ′, respectively. IfM andM ′ are isomorphic, then so
are any Lie pairs associated toM andM ′.
Proof. It is enough to show that any Lie pair associated toM is isomorphic to at least one Lie pair associ-
ated toM ′, since as we have seen above all Lie pairs associated to a homogeneous space are isomorphic
(by an inner automorphism). Since M and M ′ are isomorphic homogeneous spaces, we have an iso-
morphism of Lie groups Φ : G → G ′ and a diffeomorphism f : M → M ′ obeying the equivariance
property f(g ·m) = Φ(g) · f(m) for allm ∈M and g ∈ G. We will show that the Lie algebra isomorphism
ϕ : g→ g ′ induced by Φ is the desired isomorphism between the Lie pairs.
So choose an origin o ∈ M with stabiliserH ⊂ G, leading to the Lie pair (g, h) and let o ′ = f(o) ∈ M ′
have stabiliserH ′, leading to the Lie pair (g ′, h ′). It follows from the equivariance property that if g ∈ H,
then Φ(g) ∈ H ′:
Φ(g) · o ′ = Φ(g) · f(o) = f(g · o) = f(o) = o ′. (211)
But if g ′ ∈ H ′, then the unique g ∈ G such that g ′ = Φ(g) lies inH:
f(o) = o ′ = g ′ · o ′ = Φ(g) · f(o) = f(g · o), (212)
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but since f is one-to-one, g · o = o. Therefore Φ(H) = H ′ and the Lie algebra isomorphism ϕ : g → g ′
induced by Φ sends h isomorphically to h ′. 
It turns out that not all Lie pairs come from homogeneous spaces.
Definition 7. A Lie pair (g, h) is said to be effective if h does not contain a nonzero ideal of g.
It follows from this definition that if two Lie pairs are isomorphic and one is effective, so is the other.
The following lemma justifies the definition.
Lemma 2. LetM = G/H be a coset space with Lie pair (g, h). Then (g, h) is effective if and only if the action of G
onM is locally effective.
Proof. We start by proving that if (g, h) is not effective, then G does not act locally effectively. If (g, h) is not
effective, then there is a nonzero ideal n of g contained in h. Let N be the unique connected subgroup
of G generated by n. Since n is an ideal,N is a normal subgroup. We claim thatN stabilises every point
onM. Since N ⊂ H, it stabilises any point o ∈M with stabiliser H. Letm ∈M be any other point and
let g ∈ G be such that g · o =m. Then the stabiliser ofm is gHg−1, which contains gN g−1 = N .
Conversely, suppose thatGdoes not act locally effectively, so that the Lie algebra (anti)homomorphism
ξ : g→ X (M) has nonzero kernel n, which is an ideal of g. Let o ∈M have stabiliserH. Then h consists
of those X ∈ g for which ξX(o) = 0. But if X ∈ n, ξX(m) = 0 for allm ∈M, so in particular, ξX(o) = 0 and
hence X ∈ h. This means that there is an ideal of g contained in h and hence (g, h) is not effective. 
In summary, to a homogeneous space of G and a choice of origin, we may assign an effective Lie pair
and up to isomorphism the choice of origin is immaterial. We nowwish to examine the inverse problem:
namely, does every effective Lie pair arise as the Lie pair of a homogeneous space and a choice of origin?
B.3. Geometric realisations. It turns out that not every effective Lie pair arises from a homogeneous
space. For example, consider g = su(3), the simple Lie algebra of 3× 3 traceless skewhermitian complex
matrices, and let h be the one-dimensional subalgebra spanned by the matrix
Xα =

i 0 00 αi 0
0 0 −(1+ α)i

 (213)
for some irrational real number α. We claim that there is no Lie group Gwith Lie algebra isomorphic to
g for which the subgroup corresponding to h is closed. Indeed, there are (up to isomorphism) pre-
cisely two connected Lie groups with Lie algebra isomorphic to su(3): SU(3) itself and the adjoint
group Ad SU(3) ∼= SU(3)/Z3. The one-parameter subgroup of either of these groups generated by Xα
is not closed. It is enough to see this for the simply-connected group SU(3), since if the subgroup of
SU(3)/Z3 generated by Xα were closed, then so would be its pre-image under the covering homomorph-
ism π : SU(3) → SU(3)/Z3, which is the subgroup generated by Xα in SU(3). So let Hα denote the
subgroup generated by Xα in SU(3). It is clearly contained in the maximal torus of diagonal matrices in
SU(3), which is a closed subgroup. So it defines a one-parameter subgroup of the toruswith an irrational
slope and it’s easy to see that the closure of this subgroup is the whole torus.5
This suggests the following definition.
Definition 8. A Lie pair (g, h) is geometrically realisable if there is a connected Lie group G with Lie
algebra Lie(G) isomorphic to g and a closed Lie subgroupH with Lie algebra Lie(H) isomorphic to h (by
restricting the isomorphism Lie(G) ∼= g). The coset space G/H is then a geometric realisation of (g, h).
It is clear from this definition that if two Lie pairs are isomorphic and one pair admits a geometric
realisation then so does the other pair.
B.4. Simply-connected homogeneous spaces. Finally, we are ready to prove the main result of this
Appendix. Namely, we show that every geometrically realisable, effective Lie pair admits a unique (up
to isomorphism) simply-connected geometric realisation.
LetM := G/H be a geometric realisation of the Lie pair (g, h), where G is connected. Let π : G˜→ G be
the universal covering group of G. Since π is surjective, G˜ also acts transitively onM via g ·m = π(g) ·m,
for g ∈ G˜ and m ∈ M. If o ∈ M denotes the identity coset, then its stabiliser in G˜ is H˜ = π−1H =
5Since the counterexample here is the irrational slope flow on a torus, onemight havewonderedwhywe didn’t simply consider
the abelian Lie algebra g = u(1) ⊕ u(1) and the subalgebra h spanned by (i,αi), with α irrational. Indeed, the subgroup of
U(1)×U(1) generated by h is not closed, but the subgroup generated by h in the universal covering group R2 is closed, so that
the Lie pair (g,h) is geometrically realisable.
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{
h ∈ G˜
∣∣∣π(g) ∈ H}. Therefore M = G˜/H˜ = G/H. Now let H˜1 denote the connected component of the
identity in H˜ and let M˜ := G˜/H˜1.
Lemma 3. M˜ is the universal cover ofM and the covering map p : M˜ → M is G˜-equivariant. Furthermore the
Lie pair associated to M˜ is isomorphic to (g, h).
Proof. It is clear that M˜ is a homogeneous space of G˜ and hence it is the base of a principal H˜1-bundle
H˜1 G˜
M˜
(214)
whose homotopy long exact sequence ends with
π1(G˜) π1(M˜) π0(H˜1) π0(G˜) 0, (215)
where all maps are group homomorphisms. Since G˜ is connected and simply connected, π0(G˜) = π1(G˜) =
0 and since H˜1 is connected, π0(H˜1) = 0, resulting in π1(M˜) = 0. The map p : M˜ = G˜/H˜1 → M =
G˜/H˜, defined by p(gH˜1) = gH˜, is manifestly G˜-equivariant and moreover it is a covering since it is
the projection of a principal bundle with base M and discrete fibre π0(H˜). The Lie pair associated to
M˜ is (Lie(G˜), Lie(H˜1)), but since π : G˜ → G is a covering homomorphism of Lie groups, the Lie map
π∗ : Lie(G˜) → g is a Lie algebra isomorphism which restricts to an isomorphism Lie(H˜1) = Lie(H˜) → h.
Hence the Lie pairs (Lie(G˜), Lie(H˜1)) and (g, h) are isomorphic. 
We have shown that every geometrically realisable Lie pair (g, h) has a simply-connected geometric
realisation M˜ as above. It turns out that this is unique up to isomorphism.
Lemma 4. M˜ is the unique (up to isomorphism) simply-connected geometric realisation of (g, h).
Proof. Suppose that M˜ ′ is another simply-connected geometric realisation of (g, h). This means that
there is a connected Lie group G ′ and a closed subgroup H ′ such that M˜ ′ = G ′/H ′ and such that the
Lie pairs (g ′, h ′) and (g, h) are isomorphic, where g ′ and h ′ are the Lie algebras of G ′ and H ′, respect-
ively. This also means that (g ′, h ′) is isomorphic to the Lie pair (Lie(G˜), Lie(H˜1)) of M˜. Let ϕ : (g ′, h ′)→
(Lie(G˜), Lie(H˜1)) denote this isomorphism. Passing to the universal covering group (if necessary), we
may assume without loss of generality that G ′ is simply-connected and, since M˜ ′ = G ′/H ′ is simply con-
nected, thatH ′ is connected. The isomorphism ϕ : g ′ → Lie(G˜) lifts to a unique Lie group isomorphism
Φ : G ′ → G˜ which restricts to an isomorphism H ′ → H˜1 and hence induces a unique isomorphism of
homogeneous spaces φ : M˜ ′ = G ′/H ′ → M˜ = G˜/H˜1, sending gH ′ 7→ Φ(g)H˜1. 
As a corollary of the above lemma, we see that two homogeneous spaces with isomorphic Lie pairs
have isomorphic universal covers. Indeed, let M = G/H and M ′ = G ′/H ′ have isomorphic Lie pairs
(g, h) and (g ′, h ′), respectively. Then the universal cover M˜ of M has a Lie pair which is isomorphic to
(g, h) and the universal cover M˜ ′ of M ′ has a Lie pair which is isomorphic to (g ′, h ′) and hence also to
(g, h). Therefore M˜ and M˜ ′ are simply-connected geometric realisations of (g, h) and by Lemma 4 they
are isomorphic as homogeneous spaces.
In summary, we have proved the following.
Theorem 5. Isomorphism classes of geometrically realisable, effective Lie pairs are in one-to-one correspondence
with isomorphism classes of simply-connected homogeneous spaces.
We may paraphrase this result as follows. Introduce an equivalence relation between homogeneous
spaces by declaring two homogeneous spaces to be equivalent if their universal covers are isomorphic
as homogeneous spaces. The isomorphism classes of geometrically realisable, effective Lie pairs are in
one-to-one correspondence with equivalence classes of homogeneous spaces.
If we wish to classify homogeneous spaces up to isomorphism and not just up to covering, we would
start from the classification of simply-connected homogeneous spaces and then classify their homogen-
eous quotients. That, however, is beyond the scope of this paper.
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